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By DIANNE YARDON

Issues

The 1989/90 budget cuts have
equally affected-every department
in each of the three Baruch College
schools, according to Stephen Wertheimer, vice president for develop-
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--T-he cuts . have meant fewer
courses offered and less money for
The following interview was con- JS: You can ask for over- Mark Spergel,acting director of evening school supplies. Although no producted with President Joel Segall registration for example and for
student activities.
fessors were actually dismissed, acconcerning Baruch College issues:
some classes that may be permitted
cording to Wertheimer, the School
The TICker: Do you and the adbut that is the instructor's decision.
of Business and Public Administraministration have any plans to As the semester goes on classes
tion, the School of Liberal Arts and
'. motivate students so they' will shrink so over-registration is feasiSciences and the School of Educabecome more involved in school ac- ble sometimes. It is not a good
/'
tion and Educational Services have
tivities?
policy, ·though. We cannot have
I
lost the ability to hire between 30-40
Joel Segall: I think we do what is students standing in the back of a
.
.
\ faculty members.
possible .for us to do given our classroom. There are safety laws
In the Spring of 1989, Governor
which prohibit us to do that. Once
resources and given the level of our
Mario Cuomo and the New York
physical facilities. As you k~ow, we
in a while when we think it is safe
Legislature lobbied to increase the
are using private contributions to . we will over-register: ....
- . I
City University.of New York tuition
put on concerts and quartet IT: How come there are no late ser- .
fees . 'This 'prompted CUNY·' S·.....D~mer.. viee 1)ftSid.e1lt fol'
residents and speakers. We've put
vices for evening students such as
students to' protest, resulting . in development.
the-bursar and registrar?
.
on a couple ot stage productions
no _ tuition hike. but many tion Committee to lobby in Albany
when the auditorium' was In shape . JS: There certainly are evening ser.budget cuts. Wertheimer.said; '.'The . next semester for the .next ~d~et."
By TONI COLAVITO
to do that and many other things.
vices for Evening' students, in fact
students' support for adequate funWe have athletic." event5~,,;>WIUcl'i·''"t1leBill-Sars Office is open as long as
I ding of the university or college is
Wertheimer who is also the chairstudents tend not to go to. They
there are students who wish to see a
; extremely important. The governor . person of CLAC. said he would be
t~m~ .also not to . Eo ..to.. Jb.e., pro.- ..l:>JlI:~..I:e~r..eselJ.!atiYe_still..almos"t. any"
"
.t "and- 'L~atttre are·especially -morevthan happy to 'meet . withvacative speakers, so in. that
hour of·the evetUng.We'have taken
The number of evening student I responsive tostudent concerns, and
students and student leaders to
we are trying to get the students ingreat pains to make certain that clubs has been increasing over the I hope students work closely with
work with them in their lobbying efvolved, My own feeling is that the
even with limited resources, services ,past semester, but the space to hold the City University Legislative Acforts.
students work -very hard, even the
are open in the evening.
evening club meetings is not
full-time students, and they don't
'IT: What do you think about the. available, according to Mark
students protesting last semester?
have a lot of free time and the extent
Spergel, director of evening student
to which they are willing to be inJS: In a sense ·a demonstration is activities.
volved is really very low, So we do
legal, I have no problem with that.
Spergel said that evening students
can only hold meetings OD Friday
nights but the college buildings officially close at 5:30 p.m, Also the
Student Center is not available
because other clubs meet there at
the same time.,
'
"It is really inexcusable that all
these buildings are empty on Friday
:i night; the 'administration ening, ,. rerrumsces Carl Aylman,
~ courages them (evening students) to I
By TONI COLAVITO
director
of student activities, "she
t; join clubs but don't provide them
Estelle Ross, cultural coordinator
liked working with students."
~
with the space."
at the Student Center at Baruch,
Mrs. Ross' colleagues fondly
~
Spergel went on to say that even- died on August 8, 1989 at the age of
thought of her as a mother fi~re
~ . ing students are involved in school 78. Mrs. Ross suffered from Ileitis
ty to Baruch students .. They
Q
activities as much as they can be Colitis and died in her sleep at
thought of her
a mother-figure
and should not have.any obstacles home.
in their way.
She began working fulltime at for the entire Student Center community. "She was a really beautiful
"My job," said Spergel, HIS to Baruch in September 1965 and for
open things up and for day and the past decade was working part person." said Aylman.
what we can and as we 'think of In .fact, before the protest started, I
Mrs. Ross is survived by her husspoke with the student leaders and I "evening students to have equal ac- time. Among her duties were ob- band and two children.
other things we
do them.
asked them not to interfere with any cess." Spergel said that the obstacle taining and distributing theater
IT: Why do the seniors have to face
closed' classes when they are the student who wanted to attend class, he has run into has been the Office tickets fOT. Broadway productions.
of Campus Planning. The Ticker and organizing receptions and consmallest number of students at certainly not block d~O or be
destructive or use inti dation... I left several messages for Marilyn voeations for students.
Baruch?
"She really brought class to the
JS: They don't really. Our polity is told them that if they greed WIth Mikulsky, director of Campus
e any ac- Planning but the calls were Rot entire organization." said Debra
that if a senior needs a course to be that then I would not
Bick-Duggan, .assistant director of
returned.
graduated that 'semester we ·make tion, but the student leaders apSpergel has been at Baruch since student activities.
surehe can take it. Aside from such parently lost control of the
. Mrs. Ross was very conscious of
courses that .are important for demonstration from time to time. . the Fall semester of 1983wheQ· he
was
a
Speech
professor
~ He has what Baruch students could afford
graduation, as with all other Doorways were in fact blocked,
. recently been .appointed acting. to pay for theater tickets and spent
students we close classes early there was some vandalism. things
were thrown out the windows and director of evening student ac- .a great deal of time developing conbecause we don't have enough
"resources, enough classrooms or there was some damage but not tivities after Carol Robbins left on tacts 'all over New York City. She
enough faculty to do all the offer- a lot. When I called the student maternity leave: Spergel's plans for wanted' to expose students to the
leaders in and suggested that it'.was the upcoming semester are to main- arts and broaden their view of the
ings that we would like to.
tain evening services and to add world.
TT~ . What about petitioning
(Continued on Page All)
evening tutorial services.
"She enjoyed- what she was doclasses?
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PATIENCE
There is an old fable about a man who was offered $10 for that OT)e day, but was promised $100 if he could wait until the next week. The man opted for the $10. The
moral? Patience and foresight often payoff. However, if one only wants to grab what
can be obtained immediately; then future benefits may be missed.
, Baruch students an learning this lesson right now. Last semester City University of
New York students were faced with a possible tuition increase for this academic year.
Nearly every CUNY college staged a, demonstration to protest. the proposed hike.
These public displays of outrage resulted in a reorganization of the budget by Governor Mario Cuomo to temporarily assuage and pacifyCity University students, Those;
students who thought that would be the end of the problem, however, showed a high
degree of naivete.
. What Baruch is currently facing is far worse than the minimal tuition increase that
would have occurred. Every department in each of the college's three schools has been
affected by the cuts, which amounts to fewer courses and supplies. OUr school has also
lost the financial ability to hire 'between 30-40 new faculty members.
Ironically, despite the vocal protests last spring, the tuition will undoubtedly have to
be raised sometime in the near future. That means we as students wi1I be paying in two
ways: now interms of cuts and later in actual tuitionpayments. Had CUNY students
let the tuition increase go through, we would have more leverage when the time came
to make budget cuts. As it stands now, ~e' won the first battle and the Iegislature may
very well feel that's all they owe us.
Next semester, the governor will be making up a new budget that will directly affect
the 1990/91 .Acadernic Year. Hopefully, students will not simply think of the "here
and now," and will put some thought into the future consequences of their actions. As
we are now finding out, last .semesterts apparent victory was nothing more than a loss
in disguise.
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.than right-handegs, a fact I'm sure
I 've known since birth. The administration is obviously attempting
to minimize the left-hander's
academic edge in order to protect
the egos of its right-handed majority by forcing us left-handers to sit in
TO THE EDITOR:
awkward right-handed desks.
Heaven forbid it (the administraAs a newcomer to New York, I
tion) play fair and have teachers
feel outraged at, and a need to comthoughtfully inquire on the first day
ment on, the severe discrimination . of class how many left-handed
in this City and especially at
desks are needed. Philosophically,
Baruch. Perhaps ~ percent of the
the minority always seems to be
students, are not even aware of a
more' gifted in relevant respects
conflict - so typical of the majorithan the majority, and the latter,
ty to turn a blind eye, hoping the
knowing this, attempts. to maintain
minority will never raise its voice in
its upper hand (in this case, its right
protest.' Well, I protest and I point
hand) of oppression by a conmy finger- at the establishment, the
spicuous absence of left-handed
decision-makers, who refuse to condesks.
sider that as a minority, I live .
And so, I am "left" to sit uncomunder greater stress and statistical- - fortably in my right-handed desk,
ly have a shorter life-span than
realizing that if I had been, accomthosejaf the majority, or don't you
modated years ago, I might be
read the Tuesday Science Section of
teaching a class of right-handed
The New York Times which recentstudents instead of being forced to
ly ran a lengthy article on leftsit among them. But don't pity me
handed people and the burdens they- - I take comfort in knowing that
carry?
even though this is a right-handed
Does this school realize it
world, we left-handers are the only
possesses not one left-handed desk?
ones in our right minds.
At least, I've never sat in one. As
The .Times article stated, leftMare Couchon
handers jend to have higher IQ's
Upper Junior
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.Say No To' Dave
David Dinkins has been want to achieve in pubtic serdescrl bed by the' media as , vice.
"nice," "pleasant," and "softThe late representative'
spoken." Because' of his de- Claude Pepper of Florida chammeanor, they conveniently pioned the causes of the elderdisregard what 'this humble ly. Ralph Nader fights for conmaniac plans for the city. If he sumer rights. Ronald Reagan
becomes mayor, every citizen certainly had specific goals in
might as well send him their mind when he was in office.
checkbooks and let him do as goals which he had had for
he pleases.
decades, unchanging whether
It might have been Ed Koch's his beliefs were ~n fashion or
tlrne to leave, b.ut the Dinkins not.
alternative is far worse. He
The self-serving pollttclans
would be a mayor who will are different. They do not have
bankrupt the city.' NObod}f can goals. They do not even have a
afford the promises he's rrlade. set of values. They are just tools
Dinkins is a jellyfish of a man. of whoever can offer the most
He is not a political leader but a support to help 'them get or
political' "crackhead" who just keep an office. They are- not
can't say no to special interest leaders but followers whose life
demands. Instead of haVing
concrete plans for the future of
'8
New York Clty~S us softspoken, ambiguous and general
statements which mean absolutely nothing. He's a nice revolves around debts to pay.
man. So what?
George Bush Is th Is type of
There are ~rguably two basic
politician, as his, "do nothing"
types of politicians who enter
attitude can attest to. A "thou-

cartoonist

sand points of light" is Los
Angeles from the sky at night.
It's NOT a visionary goal for a
nation.
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--. ..../

The Baruch administrators are hypocrites. They encourage the evening students to
participate in school activities, yet they will not provide them the rooms that are
necessary to hold club meetings, There are not as many evening students as there are
day students, but this does not give the administration the right to exile evening
students from having as many clubrooms.
_
In the business world, work comes first then school studies. Receiving a well rounded college education means interacting in the clubs provided by the school. Th~ evening
students are being deprived of taking part in the college culture. Because of having
classes at night, they must hold their club meetings on Friday nights only. It is hard
enough to come to school on Friday nights just to have a meeting, but it is cruel to tell
students that they can have their meetings but they cannot have a room to meet in.
What kind of culture is that? It is not even a subculture.
Just trying to speak with the administration, is about as hard as retrieving a token
from the third rail of a subway track. Day and night clubs should have equal privileges
in the Baruch community. Sorry evening students, do not blame the day student activities, blame the administration. But keep in mind, their offices are only open from
nine to five.

Quotation of the Fortnight
"The administration encourages them (evening students) to join clubs but
(doesn 't] provide them with the space. "

would have to get the money
from somewhere. Guess we'll
worry about that later, huh?
(Continued on Page A5)
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GOING- IN CmCLES
By KENNETH E. BROWN

/

Lou has taken a great burden
u.pon himself, to educate
Americans about human rights
abuses in Latin Americafl hope
he isn't too disappointed when
people who feel well-informed
after reading. The New York Post
don't listen, but I will always admire his conviction (even
though
I'm 180 degree opposite him on the so-called
::political spectrum.")

Another case in POint. On the
20th anniversary of the Chappaquidick tragedy, I saw young
Congressman Joe Kennedy UI'
(the recently divorced nephew
of the infamous senator)
carousing with two, young
lovelys. All had bottles of wine
in their ,hands and were swaggering away from the National
Democratic Club. That same
night I saw Gerry Studds of

-

"My roommate was a Marxist/
Socialist from Brooklyn College... "

The Ticker is published bi-weekly, seven
times a semester, by The Ticker Editorial
Staff at 137 E. 22 St., New York N.Y.
100'0,' Room 301F. All work except
typesetting and printing is done by Baruch
undergraduate and graduate, or CUNY BA
students. All typed and signed contributions and letters -are welcomed and should
be mailed to the above address. Our office
is open during regular school hours. Any
display advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising or business
managers at (212) 725-7620.
Printing and typesetting by Jae Kim Printing Co. Inc., 40 W. 22 St., New York, NY
10010.

Massachusetts. one of the two
out-of-the closet gays in Con·
gress, tending bat for a
Democratic Party party. tie's
been re-elected several times
since he was censured by the
House (he can never speak on
the House ever again)
for
sodomlztnq a male congressional page who was a minor.
Obviously, the people of
Massachusetts wi II forever be
ignorant and busstut,
A few ad ucated readers will
by now be asking what the heck
am I rambl ing on about. Besides
dropping a few names, I do have

(Continued on Page A5)
'(

-Mark Spergel, director of evening student activities.

Twist parody, Dinkins promises
more. But let's face it. He will
have to raise taxes to do it. To
del iver on his promises - he

IN THE LOOP

•

-,

"He -a coward on
race relations"

public service in this country,
the idealists and the selfservera. The idealists have visions and ideas of what they

Glen ~J. Spangler

David Dinkins is the same.
A se't:,serving politician whose
beliefs are relative to whatever is working at the moment. The
only important .consequence of
his words is winning the elsetion no matter how ridiculous or
contradictory those words are.
Dinkins, promises go to the
highest bidder. He'll believe in
anything, anytime, as long as
the votes are there.
Yes
a Dinkins promise
comes real cheap. He's offered
more protection to striking
unions to get the union vote.
He's prornlsed more cops, more
firemen, more housing, more
welfare benefits, more for
education, more, more more.
like some sickening Oliver

-
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The Stolen Race
By COUN ROACH

What should a graduating
high school student strive for in
life? Do we, in college, study to
be able to earn a heap of money
thereafter? Do we seek to be
knowledgeable persone in
society? What do we as
educated or knowledgeat5le persons wish to impart to our
children? By the way, should we
have children? ~ At what _age?
How many? Or must there be
fi nanclal security before one
should consider having a family? Should the black ,man
ponder these questions strictly
on monetary terms then the
culture of his race will-definitely
starve. This starvation, generation to generation, will ensure
our cultural death.
'The
importance
and
significaf)ce of the black
family's religion and education
have experienced detrimental
changes. Prtorities and involvement in the black family as a
cohesive unit have been
somewhat displaced at the
same time.

.or

The thinning process from extended to nuclear to singleparent families has taken away
from the 'traditlonal sttaring of
responsibilities and unity of the
black family. No doubt that this
.is a negative consequence of
the growing "I" mentality we
develop from pre-school to college in OUf hemisphere. With'
this sort of machinery in motion, there are worse situations
ahead for us all. These situations are now being sown in
society. The evidence shows up
in our weakening value system.
One can expect to, reap a society with a populous of people
with little or no morality in the
near future. Worse crimes,
children with too few role
models, worsening social conditlons and people with less selfesteem will be our produce.
The' onus is primarily on
black parents, single or otherwise, to fully accept the role of
primary educators to our youth.
Black educators need to
amalgamate to head the
onslaught on our limping educational system in a more overt and
radical, fashion to ensure a
more just education ot th'eir

Absence of

Color
By DR. ARTHUR LEWIN

For the past 10 years I have
had the distinct honor of serving the students of Baruch College of the City University of
New York. I am currently
teach i ng A fri ca n-Amerrc an
History, the African-American
Family and Social Problems.
It is because of my love for,
and long service to Baruch that
I respectfully ask the following:
where are the Latino professors? Where are the AfricanAmerican professors? Where
are they?

another, the gulf widens and
.mtsunoerstandtnqs rnutttpty
and intensify. There increasinqIy develops a "we" vs. "them"
attitude on both sides. A siege
mentality soon grips the-lnstltution.
The absence of AfricanAmerican and Latino professors
at Baruch, appears as if it might
be part of a larger system of exclusion. Take the number of
female professors, as. an example. Several years ago City
Universtty was suc_cessfully
sued for its bias towards
women educators. Nonetheless, here at Baruch, the

Why does Baruch College
resemble South A.frica••••
Why are there so few pro- situation is little changed. Apart
fessors of color in this institu- from the fact that only a fraction, in this public institution, tion of the professors are
where SO 'percent of the entering female, they are, pooled at the
class are students of color? lower end of the scale.
Outside of the staffs of black
There are three ranklnqs for
and Hispanic Studies and Com- professors:
assistant,
pensatory Education, there are associate and full. For the colprecious few. Why does Baruch ,lege as a whole, there are
College resemble South Africa roughly equal numbers of assisin its hierarchical structure?
tant, associate and full proThere is a natural distance, a fessors. However, for women
wariness really, that develops there are twice as many assisbetween faculty and students. tant as full professors. It is not
However, when the faculty is because Baruch has recently
wholly of one color, and the stu- hired a number of women
dent body overwhelmingly of educators, and that the~ are
<

-
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youth. This does not mean that slaves will forget they even had
there needs to be racial children over a period of time?
segregation in the educational At this point in the dehumanizaenvironment. However, there is tion process, can one imagine
a definite need for a revolution the state of the mind? Were the
throughout the educatlonat Africans grouped in villages, by
system. More truth of the tribes, as they were stolen from
Afrtcan contribution to world their homeland (in shackles)?
- civilization should be revealed. Was.it not very thoughtful ofthe
We can begin by letting the wicked enslaver to separate us
youth know that Egypt is part of because of the many languages
the "dark" continent. :rne mrs- we spoke? ls It not the same aceducation ,of a race, when tion taken somewhere iJl The Binegatively practiced, can only ble?Even today we cannot learn
bring shame and dislike of this &wahili, an international
race to its own people. There language, in our public educawere great moments in history tional arena. By the way, are
that were dictated by Africans there any Swahili programs as
that have been "corwenlently" I widespread as Russian, French,
left out of the edu.catlonal Spanish, Italian or Chinese proarena. Was this by accident?
grams in our environment?
Observing the African
The spirituality of.the African
family's demise historically, has also takan a tremendous
.
' . '

one can see how thoughtful it
was of the enslaver, Columbus
included, to dehumanize us. Let
us begin with the cruel slave
journeys to Brazil and the Caribbean-The Middle Passage. Did
the slaves come as families?
Were they thouqhtfulty dlspersed so the family sentiment can
be displaced and replaced with
whips, hard labor, and the Inability to suckle to their young?
Is it not -obvious then that the

tianity not an integral element
in the conspiracy to steal and
displace us? Is it not, written
.. somewhere that we are 'people
of "Hamitic Blood" (whatever it
mears) and are doomed servants of the children of "She"--~
and "Japhet" (whoever tReY .
are)? Is 'it not the extent of the
distortion that consequently
has us as a people so widely
apart from one. another
spiritually? This divisive element has definitely added to the
improbability in the laying of
our "groundation."
Picture (if you can) 500
'people, "dropped off" in a
viltage, trying to communicate
in 50 different languages, living
under extremely unhealthy condltlons, being whipped to work,
sleeping five hours a day and
barely, eating. The enslaver
must have had great insight into
the time it will take the ens~a~ed~'
,to recover. Let us not forgeHh«t
our names were taken away
from us. Why was it so crucially
'important to, the .enslaver to
rename us? Do our indigenous
beating. This brutal tor ing of names have any significance?
Christianity has now divided the Or were our "oew" names given
black family on a spiritual level. because of the cruel lack of
This immersion into Christianity communication between slave
was not one .of adoption but one and master? Were the African
of compulsion and forced names a mechanism in the
teachings. Did the African need development of self-respect and
the "false" missionaries to, esteem? I often wonder if
teach him the value of worship? significant antf meaningful
Was there not organized names will instill honor and
civilization on the continent self-respect.
Alkebu-Ian (Africa) before the
Christian arrival? Was, Chris(Continued on Page AS)

gradually working their way up
As for the issue of the black
through the ranks. This pooling
and Hispanic alumni 'associaof female pr-ofessors at the
tion, the COllege is still implaclowest ran k has been a perma- , cably opposed to its creation
nent trend.
and is employing a team of
Turning to Italian-American
lawyers to see that it does not
become a reality. According to
professors, they are classified
as a minority and treated as a
The New York Times of May 7,
"protected class" in the com1989, the president of Baruch
pilation of the school's Affir- College, in referring to the promative Action Reports. This in- . posed black and Hispanic alumdicates they may also be facing
discrimination.
Problems of bias are not confined to the faculty-they afflict
the alumni and the students as
well. -....
For seven long years,
Baruch College has been battlni association said, "One of the
ing a large number of, its
stated goa~s of the group was to
African-American and Latino
lobby for the hiring of minority
graduates in the courts, over
faculty members. That is a concern of mine.
I do not
the formation of .a black and
welcome that."
Hispanic alumni association.
Ladies and gentlemen, we are
Last spring, court papers
revealed that one of the Colin the middle of a storm. Things
lege's vice presidents had urged
may seem calm, but that is
the president to cynically stage
because we arein the eye of the
an elaborate charade, in which
malestrom. But all you have to
do is look around you. Look at
he would pretend to seriously
the
television, look at the
consider the proposal for a
btack and Hispanic alumni
newspapers with their endless
display of youths gone wrong.
association. This same vice
Forgotten are the good youths,
president also spoke unthe hard-working young people,
favorably about open adrnlsslons and derided the academic
like the students here at Baruch
ability of the' Atrtcan-Amerlcan who are trying their level best to
succeed.
and Latino alumni pushing to
form the association.
Despite the grievious damage
On the last day of school in ,done them by 'the utterly fai led
New York City school system,
the spring semester, in one
small faculty gathering, a petithey have survived. Against all
tion was.ctrculated amongst an
odds they have prevailed to'
interracial group of Baruch
c_~rry on the quest
for education
. faculty. members demanding on this higher level. We should
the unequivocal removal of this , welcome them, "and be detervice president. Twenty tacutty mined to help -tnem achieve
members, virtually ~veryone their full in~el!ectual and
present, signed the petition.
creatlve potential. .
,

This is not the time to mock
them -and decry the-mechanism
whereby they were able to enter
the schoolhouse door. This is
not the time to block their path when they seek to organize an
alumni association to benefit
those coming up behind them.
Above all, this is not the time to
claim that there are no
"avai lable" Latino and African-

American professors to participate in their education,. when
there most certainly are.
,Take the case of Professor
Egbe, formerly a substitute professor of the Baruch Economics
and Finance Department. This
Nigerian-American had a doctorate, was engaged in serious,
recognized research and had
superior student and faculty
evaluations. He worked as a
substitute for four semesters,
the maximum substitutes are
allowed. He applied for an
assistant professorship, two
were available in his department. His application was rejected out of hand. He was not
even interviewed. When my colleague, Dr. Robert Martinez~ of
black and, Hispanic studies,
asked for the name and the
qualifications of the individuals
who were hired in Egbe's ptace,
the college refused to tell him.
Professor Tony Job was
another Nigerian-American apparently hired for windowdressing, as a "token.", He was
(ContinUed on P'age AS)

ABSENCE
(Continued from Page A4)
kept for a few semesters as a
substitute and then ejected.
Baruch has a merry-qo-round 'of
black and brown faces that
strut across the stage in a
charade lasting several
semesters before they are
shown the door. Their names
are legion. Should I recite them,
I would' have room, to say
nothing else. Even as you read
this, a dedicated, highly
qualified professor of color is in
the process year before last, 59
new faculty members were
hired at Baruch. None-' were
Latino. Only' one was 'African- '
Amertcan, and he was, a
suqslltule.
I understand' that there are a
number of committees 100kiAg
into the problem of bias here ~t
Baruch. However, this issue
must be examined not only
behind closed doors in stertle
deltberatton that 'all too often
.becomes a charade. Rather, it
should be explored in the full
light of day. Towards that end, I
am proposing an open forum..to
discuss these matters.
Is not rational, problemsolving thought the hallmark of
the university? Is this not the
place, where ideas are born,
where the great and pressing
problems of the day are brought
to heel? What greater problem
do we face today than the fail'.

ing schools of this city and this
are weighty concerns that deeply
nation? What greater problem
affect us all, and for which wtJ
do we face than the denial of
have for too long been silent.
educational opportunity to the
I urge each of you to contact
young people of our citi(s?
the Affirmative Action Office for
We are watching the coma cop)' of their Annual Report on
plete and utter destruction of a the composition of Baruch's
people. The black family is be- full-time faculty. If they
,Ing totally destroyed through
stonewall you, and give you
the maligning and' misnumerous reasons why you caneducating ,of its youth. Make no
not be, gl~en a copy, that in
mistake about it, this is a
itself will serve as eloquent'
holocaust.
testam~t to the problems I am
While .the Japanese work
poin'tlilQ to.
together tor the advancement of I'
I hope to see you at the Open
their nation, America' is turned ,Forum. It will be held 12:30 to 2,
into one itself. America is busy on Tuesday, October 3, Room
blunting the minds, the hopes
1557, 111 E. 18th Street. I can be
, and the aspiration's of its youth
reached before then in my office
of ector, its future. It is hardly .or by phone (505-5977).
enough to say that this is hap- r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
paning all over the country. lt Is
happening here at Barucm. ,It is
here we must end it.
I am inviting everyone to
gather to discuss the absence
of faculty of color on this campus, the struggle to establish a
black and Hispanic alumni
association and .all the issues
raised above and related matters.
I propose this in the finest
tradition of the University. This
is not an ivory tower. This is the
real world. L-et us join in
enlightened,
respectful
discourse with each other. If
you feel I am in any way
mistaken in my perspective or
conclusions, please tell me so.
If you think I am right, tell me
that too. I am certain, though,
that all would agree that these

DAVE

system. Does Dinkin's want to
restructure the obviously corrupt and inneffective Board of
Education which cannot even
fire teachers who are rapists?
No way. Not Dinkins. He needs
the support of the teacher's
union if he wants to get elected.

commit ourselves to the sharing
of our knowledge with our
youth. Let us remember the

primary purpose of education is
to have the student conform to
the laws of.. society in order to
maintain calm and peace.
Should we then ponder i.f the
He's a c,owartd at co.~~~~ black student has been or is beI
ing pro e I
d t thf II
c ean on a mos every 1
where a decisive stance must ,
~ ryan
ru
u y
'd
th
educated.
e t------~-----b e ta k en~ 0 rugs,. al s,
homeless. Dinkins will fix it all.
Everybody win'S LOTTO, if you
vote for Dave, and make no
mistake, If he gets elected
mayor, those. bets will be called
in on the backs of the working
class. David Dinkins means
more taxes.
If David Dinkins becomes
mayor, it will certainly write a
new chapter into New York City,
polttlcs. U.nfortunately, it will, be
Chapter 11.
• His kind of promises-politics
!s a disease. He can't help it.
He's an addict. But don't let him
steal your hard-earned cash
with his promises to give your
money to any group that supports him. SAY NO TO DAVE,
even if he can't.

LOOP

RACE,

Baruch CollegelClJ"NY
Office of Career Services
School of Business and Public Administration
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AdDlinistrative Center Lounge
135 E. 22nd Street
Business attire is required. To maximize
your opportunities, observe the following schedule:
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As you are aware, the Bensonhurst incident has caused a great deal of
controversy in New York. Given .the fact that -one of the young men indicted
(Pasquale Raucchi) was a Baruch student, do you think that it affects the Baruch
community? If so howr

QUESTION:

New York witnessed yet another
fatal racial incident when a 16 year
old African-American young man
was brutally murdered by a group
of whites for what 'appears to be a
case of mistaken identity. While
racial crimes such as this are not a
rare occurrence in our city, it is surprising that it would reach Baruch
college's backyard. Here is what
students said about the incident.and
the fact that one of the young men
indicted in relation to the Bensonhurst tragedy, was a Baruch student.

-,.

p

,

NILLY GEZGIN
SOPHOMORE

I did not know that he was a

the students know that Pasquale
Raucchi was a Baruch student. But
I feel that if they knew, it will not
affect the Baruch community. Most
college students are mature enough
to deal with the Bensonhurst issue,
at least the ones I know. 1 am a
white female in Bensonhurst and
have many Hispanic and black
friends in Baruch and this. has not
affected our friendships at all!

0

. From my point of view, concerning the Bensonhurst incident,
despite the fact" .that Pasquale
Raucehi.was indlcted I don't think
it will affect the Baruch community, although it
a shame to hear
what happened to the young
16-year-old honor student whose
life was taken away because of
some nonsense over a girl. I am all
the way for equal justice to be metted out to each and.everjsindividual
who was on the scene, Regardless of
what happens, especially to Pasquale Raucchi, it does not affect the
Baruch community-life just goes
on.

I feel that the fact that orieof the

Baruch student. I am, however,
upset that Psruch is. producing
students who ace in this manner. I
do not know if it is the fault of the
school or it is because of his social
raising, either reason I am upset this
has happened.

students was from Baruch, . has no
effect on the Baruch community.
The media is blowing this case out
of proportion because a few whites
beat up a black kid. As though
black kids don't beat up and mug
whites. The media is going to make
this case another Howard Beach
which is unfair to the white community.

°

SEAN GRIFFITH'
SOPHOMORE
CHAIRMAN OF THE
DAY SESSION STUDENT
GOVERNME'N'T

ENALIE CRABBE
SOP.HOMORE

H,OJONG KIM
FRESHMAN

LORI STAZZONE
SENIOR

1 don't even think that most of

•

•

0'.0"-

' ._ _ '_-'O~".-..-..o

, . _ - . ... _oo

-.

was

ADRIEN'fERCY, JR.
JUNIOR

JOSEPH
FREEMAN
.
.
COUNSELOR, SEEK

°

I think race relations need improvement at Baruch as it does
throughout the city. I should help
us focus on this sensitive issue. I
should' also help both staff and
students come together to help improve race relations both at the college and in the community.
Minorities should be leading in
making these changes.
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It is unfortunate that one of our

students was involved-in such an
act, but I don't think that should
put a stain on the whole school. In
fact, I think that emphasizing the
fact that he was a Baruch student is
simply deviating from the issue.

ANDREW BACCHI
SENIOR
I feel that it definitely affects the
Baruch community sine, Baruch is
the melting pot. There are of course
going to be many different reactions. I also expect there will be increasing amounts of racial tensions.
The situation was not called for, an
innocent man died because of the
prejudices that exist in our society.
No matter our race, color or nationally, we all deserve a chance to
live!

.

think it is more of a
neighborhood situation, ihan a
school situation. After Howard
Beach, I found very little polarization in my classes. It might possibly
show itself in ethnic organizations
but.not in the classroom sttuati.O.!l ~ I
would not say that the student
picked that up from the school
°

"

• ~

MARTIN EDE·LSTEIN
DEPUTY CHAIR OF
SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT

_ _~

I

LUZ A. SONNINO
SENIOR

"I

~-

,,1lff,OOGlo<l":-C
~G'~I'

-

I don't think that.i.this will profoundly affect the Baruch community, though it should. To think
that Mr. Raucchi was in c.ass with
me last semester is Quite bothersome. During the semester he seemed quit~ pleasant. However society
is made up of all kinds, and because
of this we should all, learn to coexist for our mutual benefit. I
sincerely hope' though that
Baruchians be forever mindful of
the dangers of discriminat~
especially after they graduate.
. ""

.-

The Bensonhurst incident comes
as no surprise to me because it is the
.iniustices QL the past which allow
young European kids to think that
they can kill people of AfricanAmerican descent and will not be
prosecuted to the fullest extent.
Take for example the Howard
Beach case, those white kids are still
not in jail. But that is not the only
case, there are a number of cases
such as Tawana Brawley, Eleanor
Bumpers, Michael Stewart and now
Yusuf Hawkins. You can depict the
similarities and differences in cases
committed by blacks and the ones
committed by whites. First of all,
the media bias shows white kids as
jokes, good kids who just made a
mistake when they commit crimes.
The media portrays people of
African descent as savages,
wolfpacks, killers etc. When indeed
it may be vice versa.
Mayor Koch is not exempt from
the blame of all these racial incidents, because he paved the way
for all these racial tensions to take
place. It Is Time To Dump Koch!!!

A7

unless those stereotypes were pic ed
up from an ethnic commun
and brought here. It is definitel
not a condition where the school is
preaching racism. _idently the
people in Bensonhurst shared the
same .emotions but Baruch is too
mixed ethnically for this to easily
occur.

... WITH
EDWARD ASANTE
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Placement
Office
Workshop
The· . Placement Office of the
School of Liberal Afts and Sciences
will offer the following workshops:
career' Choices and Job 'Search
Skills Workshop', Thursday, Sept.
21, 1989.

/

Resume Writing Workshop, Thursday Oct. 5, '1989

laborative effort including colleges,
schools and school districts,
community-based" organizations,
parents, volunteers and businesses .
Grants of over $3 million to
CUNY colleges will support new
programs. The City University,
which has developed such collaborative programs for the past 15
years, currently has nearly 600 partnership programs with the Board of
Education, private and parochial
schools,
community-based
organizations and other groups,
ranging from Middle College High
Schools
....- to enrichment and tutoring
classes.
..
Frank Ryan/STC Competition
The grants to CUNY colleges
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Room represent nearly 31 'percent of the
total statewide, and over 61 percent
lC-309
of the total in New York City.
Crawford Comer Road,
Baruch College has received
Holmdel, NJ 17733
', $250,000.
Phone: '(201) 949-5471

promotional materials, and other
types of publications. Art Competition categories include mechanical
.illustration, interpretative illustration, and design graphics.
Any technical communicator or
student of technical communication
living in the greater New York' area
can submit entries either as an individual or on behalf -of a group or
team. Fees' are $15 per entrant name
for STC members, $25 per entrant .
name for non-members, and $10
per entrant name for students.
For complete information and an
entry form, contact:

Workshops begin at 1 p.m. and will
be held in Rm, 1504 of the 17 Lexington Ave. building. For more information call 725-3012.

I·

Technical
Communications
Competition

Liberty
Partnerships

t

Board
Of
Trustees
Hearing

Eleven of the 19 grants in New
, York City for the new State Liberty
Partnership Program have been
awarded to colleges of The City
University of New York. Funded by
the State Education Department,
the program will provide high
school and junior high school and
elementary school students who are
at risk of dropping out of school
with a broad range of educational
and social services, designed to help
them to complete school and go on
to college or jobs. ,
The $10.3 million state-wide. pro.gram will serve approximately
10,000 public and non-public
students this year. Services will include skills assessment and testing,
tutoring, special coursework,
enrichment activities, a n d

The annual City University of
New York Board of Trustees hearing is being held at City ·Hall on
Wednesday, Sept. 27 from 5 p.m. The New York Chapter of the
8 p.m, The hearing is being held to
Society for Technical Communicaprovide
an interaction between the
,
tions has announced its annual
Board of Trustees, the officers of
Publications and Art Competition.
the University, and the comDeadline for submitting entries is
munities
and constituents of the
Oct. 6, 1989. Entries must con. CUNY colleges. Everyone is invited
tain sufficient technical, scientific,
to speak, but remarks are limited to
medical, or similar' content to
three minutes and the Board of
qualify as technical communicaTrustees
must be notified at (212)
tions.iand must have been produced
794-5450 by 4 p.m. on Sept. 25.
after Feb. 1, 1988.
Among the people invited to the
Categories in the Publications
Competition Include newsletters,
academic, individual and family '~~are DaVid'- N. 1'inkins,
brochures, software and hardware
counseling..They will be developed , Manhattan: borough president and
the <:lJI'fY. 9~I.ltral_adll1iJlistratiqn.
guides, style.guides, books, articles, .: . and. implemented . through a, col-

t

Choosing the
, right financial
. calculator for
your courses
makes good
business sense,
.especially as you
move on to
more demanding subjects.
Texas Instruments financial
calculators are
designed to

THE CHASE BANKING ror- ACCOUNT FOR STUDENTS.
I:
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ever-changing
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whether you're taking beginning
accounting or advanced economics,
count on the right
you can
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you through
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and exams.
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City College
Sponsors
Conference

15. The opening session will serve
as an. introduction to the structure

and operation of the, event, while
the closing session will offer par. ticipants the chance to discuss ways
to apply what they have learned to
living and working together at their
respective
colleges. .
City College's Finley Student
Center will sponsor a conference on
"Authority, Leadership and
The three day event will include
Cultural
Di ver s it y
'in culturally heterogeneous study
Organizations" designed .to ex- groups of 7 to 14 members designed
amine- the effects of cultural identi- to examine small group processes
ty on intergroup relations and with special emphasis on the impact
organizational process.
of diversity on group functions.
The conference will be held on Each group will include a consulFriday, Saturday and Sunday, Oc- tant to help facilitate the group's
tober 13, 14· and 15, at ·The Finley work, Specialempha-iswill be placStudent Center, located in CCNY's ed on issues of personal authority
North Academic Center, 138th and the impact of cultural attitudes
Street and Convent Avenue. The on group functions.
There will also be intergroup
event will get underway at 7 p.m. on
Friday, with all-day sessions on events so that participants may ex- .
Saturday1ffld Sunday.
amine the relationships between difThe conference will be modeled ferent groups, At the close of the
on group relations conferences of- conference, participants will meet
fered in the U.s. by the A.K. Rice with a consultant in small groups to
Institute and in the' United review the event and discuss its
Kingdom by the.Tavistock Institute : possible applic~tion~at their respecof Human Relations.
tive colleges and in other social setThe approach. explores group rings.
processes and their effects on the
ability of groups and organizations
The conference is open to
to foster collaboration and to funcstudents from all City University intion effectively.
stitutions. For applications and furOne aim of the conference is to
ther information. please contact the
provide City' University students
conference administrators, Mr. Roy
with opportunities to learn about
Davenport (212) 733-3284 and Ms.
authority and responsibility as they
Sylvia Monell (212) 842-6809 (evenare influenced by the. enormous
ings); or call Finley Student Center
diversity at contemporary urban in(212) 690-5344.
. stitutions.
,
The conference will also provide
Brochures and applications are
CCNY graduate students With the also available at Finley Student
opportunity t:o conduct a research Center, .Rrn. RU210.
project on culture, leadership and
organizational processes which may
The conference registration fee is
be used to plan future events and $20. The deadline-for receipt of the
improve the quality of student life application and registration fee is
in the City University.
Oct. 3, 1989.
The conference will open and
(Continued on Page A / J)
close with Plenary Sessions on Friday and Sunday, October 13th .and

ener fonn of business
smer form of calculator.
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Whats in it for you?
• One semester (lour monthstfree cbecteing.
.
• .\'o nrontblv chaJ:f.f.e el'eJ~}'.I11}1(! .. fll~J' ana August.
• c.asi: .3, J !.J( »urs {/ d« r; at hnrulrects o]' COlli 'ell ieut Chase and ~\1 (,1:: JJlOIl(~)' macbincs.
• !(YOll {IIUi I ~()'. OJ -erdraft protect ion o]' S500. just in »<.
. ..
• Your oun cbasc .lloll(~J' Card" u'bich attou-svou to j){~}'.Iorl)lIrcb{/sesU'//hOll/UT//lJ/..!!.
• .\.() chllr!!.e
[or stanctctrd jJerso}/ali::ell
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.Take our -"keyboards. .. Iarge,

Other time-saving models include the
_ Business Edge T~ with a touch-sensitive
uncluttered and color-coded.
::··""display that's .preprograrnmed with
We're also big on easy-to-read
financial and
->
displays that clearly show
statistical functions. '
results. In fact, our powerful
Some business
Financial Investment' Analvsr ? ' has a
large multi,line display that lets you see models have the
added advantage
all problem-solving variablesat once,
of solar power ...
so you can check your work without
which means
re-entering----c=::n:::::::;;:'
it! ,
.....
you'll never have • •
to change bat,
• • •~.'.
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delegation (people of Color), the
USS proposal was presented to the
USSA membership for voting. The
vote was almost unanimously in
favor of the amendment.

How're you going to do it?
(Continued from Page A9)

Confrontation
at USSA
Conference

"

super savings on PS/2~.

Be ready for this semester with the IBM Personal System/2.®
Choose from five complete packages of hardware and software->
all at special low student prices. What's more, when you purchase a PS/2,® you can get the exciting new PRODIGY®
service at less than half the. retail price" Strike while the
prices are -hot. Pick the PS/2 that's right for you.

Memory.
. Processor

Model 25

Model 30 286

Model50Z

Model55SX

8525-001

8530-E21

8550-031

8555-061

8570-E61

640Kb

1Mb

1Mb

2Mb

4Mb

80~6 (8

MHz)

80286 (10-MHz)

,

80286 (10 MHz] . 80386SX TU (16 MHz)

Model 70 386

720Kb

1.44Mb

1.44Mb

1.44Mb

1.44Mb

Fixed disk drive

20Mb

20Mb

30Mb

60Mb

60Mb

Yes

Yes

Yes

8513 Color

8513 Color

8513 Color

Display

-

Monochrome

-

85.13 Color

(Continued from Page 1)
""

a violation of our agreement, they
understood and went out to try and

Financial Aid

Come tD tlJe

ATfENTION:
ALL STUDENTS ATTENDING
•
BARUCH IN THE EVENING

,

Mouse

Yes

Software

0034.0
Mlcrosoft®
Windows/286
hOC Windows
Express T....

$1,499

Price

Yes

. 0034.0
Microsoft
Windows/286
Word 5.0*
hDCWindows
.
Express
hOC WIndows
Manaqer'.. .
hOC Windows
Color'.. .

$2,299

Yes

Yes

00S4.0
Microsoft
Windows/286
Word 5.0·
Excel*
hOC Windows
Express
hOC Windows
Manager
hOC Windows
Color

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows/386
Word 5.0·
Excel*
hOC Windows
Express
hOC Windows
Manager
hOC Windows
,
Color

OOS4.0
Microsoft
Windows/386
Word 5.0*
Excel*
hOC Windows
Express
hOC Windows
Manager
hOC Windows
Color

$2,799

$3,499

$4,699

.

.

..

Yes

-

~

.

FRESH BREWED COFFEE
HOT TEA
and...
,

ARE BACK!

.

M01Ul.ys - Tbarsllllys
5j1111 - 8pm

.t

e,

IBM Printers Propnnter'" III w/Cable (4201/003)
Proprinter X24E w/Cable (4207/002)
Proprinter XL24E w/Cable (4208/002)

$369
$499
$669

18th St. BUla, 13th Floor
IIU

inquire at ECC Microcomputer Lab, Rm. 343,155 E. 24th Street
or call
==~:::. =:m
Alyssa Domershick at 212-725-32'64

=-- -----_.
- :==-- ---

...

Segall

80386 lW (16 MHz)

3.5" diskette drive
Micro Channel"
architecture

For the first time, the USSA
Board must be comprised of-at least
50 percent of people of color. The
board has elected 26 out of 48
board seats. Thirteen are held by
CUNY students.

College. I do not think that this is
unique to Baruch College, though.
Something must be done about
these tensions and so I've appointed
a commission to examine intergroup relations at the college.
I'm asking them for an early report.
I would like to reduce the tensions
at the college and hope to avoid
any of the extreme actions that have
taken place elsewhere. We're not
immune from this.

Over 80 student leaders «;>f City
University of New York attended
Applications
the United States Student Association Conference in Berkeley,
California. At the beginning of the conference, some USSA organizers
Cornelius I. Foley, president of
attempted to delay CUNY'S the New York State Higher Educarqpstration.
'
tion Services Cor porarion ,
urged students to fully explore their
A confrontation started when the
eligibility 'for financial aid, noting
People of Color Caucus proposed
that an 'estimated $2.7 billion is
-an .amendment to the constitution
to increase its board seat from two
available in state. federal and institutional funding for - postseconseats to five seats. This proposal was
rejected in a vote by the USSA dary study. during the 1989-90
membership. The furor continued academic year. He also -- alerts
when racist statements were made students to enrichments made this
by objectors to the proposal. fall to the Tuition .Assistance ProCUNY students led a revolt against gram for first-time recipients of
these racist statements and called state financial aid awards.
Under legislation signed by
for a walk-out. United Student
Senate Chairperson Abdallah Governor Mario Cuomo which
Muhammad told all USSA- takes effect this fall, the maximum
members to leave the floor and TAP award rises to $3,650 annually
those who remained were racist. .and the income eligibility ceiling
The majority of the members left rises to $42,500 in net taxable income, for first-time recipients of
the meeting.
'
Tawana Thomas of Queens Col- state fmanciaI aid awards.
lege, Howard O'Bryan of Baruch
According to figures gathered by
College, Larry Egodigwe of HESC, eligible - New York State
the Borough of Manhattan Com- students may share in an estim~
munity College, Chairman Muham- '$2.7 billion worth' of governmeht
mad, and other _CUNY leaders and institutionally-funded grants,
demanded 50 percent of board seats scholarships and loans this year.
for people of color. This led to About 37 percent of that amount is
meeting in the USS rooms: After in the form of need-based federal
negotiations with the California and state grants. The fall is not too

it!
Now~

cess to higher education.
For more information contact
Sylvia Welch at (518) 474-4898.

•Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. This offer is limited to qualified stu?ents, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model
8525-0Q1. 8530-E21, 8550·03~. 8555·~61.or ~570-E61 ?n or before October 31, 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or
processrnq charges. Check With your institution regardIng these charges. Orders are subject to avauabmtv IBM may WIthdraw the prornot
t
tirne Without written notice.
. _
Ion a any

26th Street BUla, 5th Floor *
Slop by for a pick-me-up and a place 10 make neH friends

Courtesy of The Office Of Evening Ie Graduate
StUdent services Ie 'Ole Graduate Student Assembly

(Your Student Activity Fee at work for youO

.Ba.rlh:tJ S h{?Jplio~ is a peer {'>..?UD~liog. uuarmstian sadre/errs) servic«

w:ilIiis't.&o /i..? your scsdem«; St",-'jL~JL~o{1persaas) coacems:
Rt?JpbDt?WJil stso provtae you with import:..sat m/arms tJ<?D s bout 3 VLffit?ty (?f
slfbjf:\~t~ incllAiing h.?llsing ltn{? K,rllt'YJ ia/ormst/aa.
H~1pb:ne stlfrltJDts

_1l~.Ipli.De is }oo.ki.aC for

Dew members..
.As &.~ H~Jpliner:. }'·..»u Mil hlive tll~ t?pp.?rt.llf!ity /:I..? improve your jist.&ning a.r.J{
iaterpersaas! s:J:J1J~ 1J~Jp otberPf't'PJe ..s nd be ..i psr: or..s friendly and l3,ring
gA?llp orR.~flh:IJ

stuaeats.

C('.lI1~ eaa

naa outmore
. at tb~ opea M?lI5e.

'iimWmSlDlOYla ~. 81 Kg K~OO
l1:cDCO • a:(O(O ~

COI!aC!lOOm

~

S]M fPli\~ mWlYDBmc6

HHLPLIBE STAFF WILL BB TH~H TO· ANSWER ALL'OF
YOUR QUESTIONS OR COME TO VISIT US AT-TID
HELPLINE OFFICE
26th St. Building, Room 516
725-4177

*'.CDntinSen.t on the
. Sth Floor resuming accessibili

IBM, Personal Systemj2
and
and. Propnnter and Micro Channel are trademarks . of International
BUSiness Machines Corpora t Ion M icrosott IS "
· PS/2
f Care registered
. P trademarks,
0 G
.
k
regis tereo t rad emar a f M IcrOSO t orporation R OJ Y IS a reqistered trademark of Prodigy Services Company. a partnership of IBM and Sears. hOC Windows Ex r
c:
hOC Windows Manager and hOC Windows Color are traded.l'Ks of hOC Computer Corporation. 80386SX and 80386 are trademarks of .Intel Corporation. © IBM ~r~s~'989
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'orr--sep't'ember 1 ~. the

new students witnessed a well conducted welcome to a place where at
lease half of the students will' be
spending their days for the next
four years.
The occasion was conducted by
Professor John McGarraghy, the
acting provost and vice'president
for academic affairs who also
'acted as the master of ceremonies.
McGarraghy started by saying
that this assembly was really about
introductions to the college, to the
people that make up the college,
and to introduce the new students
to the school 'in gerieral. In an effort
to remind the freshmen that they
are indeed fortunate, he stated that
of all the colleges in the City
Universitv of New York system•
R!:Irnr-h r:'rplved the most applications, Of the 6,000 applicants 1,800
were chosen. These students he
said, come from all -,round the
globe, two-thirds of them are'
women, and 70 percent of them
are the first generation of students
to attend college in their respective
families. He went on to say that
their, desire to attend Baruch wac;;
not due to the natural splendor of
the campus, but t'or the fact that the
school of business is one of the best
in the world because of the excellence displayed by its teachers, its
students and most importantly by
its academic excellence. The faculty, he said consists of 500 full time
faculty, 90 percent of whom hold a
doctorate and about' 300 part-time
teachers.
Durin~ his talk with the students
Dr. Samuel Johnson, the dean. of
students, said that the college is
concerned with providing a. forum
for Hunderstariding the questions
and concerns about the world of
work, the world of education and
the world as represented in a
microscopic form by the .highly
diverse communi~that embodies
Baruch College.'; He reminded the
y

.
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Baruch College marked the start
of the semester by officially
welcoming the new students to the
school. In a well attended opening
convocation that was held at the
auditVi itin"t'

.

These are the good vibrations of. for the Mayas. It is composed of 91
an August vacation: soak up some
stairs on all four sides (total of364
rays on the beachv.enjoy a cunnary
stairs), and nine divided blocks on
potpourri of unlimited variety and'
both corners of the front side which
immense vitality, fill your after.equals the 18 months of the Mayan
noon with the excitement of the
civil year. Each Mayan month conbrave matadors at the bullfights,
sisted of .20 days, and, therefore
and learn how to dance the Jarabe
20 times 18 gives the total
Tapatio. Now what, you are askof 360 days per year. The temple of
ing yourself is what is the Jarabe
Kukulstan is truly a phenomenon
Tapatio, and where can I find it?..
because it is nard to believe that the
I asked myself the same question,
Mayans could have built a pyramid
but I had to travel more than
of that height and architectural
structure with just plain rocks and
3,000 miles to Cancun, Mexico, to
find 'the answer. So folks relax, sip
sticks. So you see, modern
a brew or two, and enjoy your vacatechnology was defined decades
. ago, and this temple proves it.
tions to this beautiful island.
Cancun is a 19-year-old, small,
Climbing the temple of
developing island, about 12' hours
Kukulstan is no problem. It is an
from the capital of Mexico and with
unconscious process because believe
Professor Jobn McGarragby
me, if you knew what you, were
a population of about 300,000.00
climbing you would not climb it. So
people. Contrary to belief, Cancun
By,
. EDWARD ASANTE
you reach the top and you are prois 'not- just sun 'and -beach, Thisstudents that all departments are mitted to the pursuit of excellenc tropical paradise is also a good
ud of yourself. Then you look down
available to service the students and in _ their chosen fields Bird's place to visit if ruins, pyramids, and
and immediately wonder how did
urged students to take full advan- address was followed by that o anything having to do with aryou ever get up there. Where are the '.
tage of them. "Be assured you are Sean Mason, the president of the cheology just impassions you.
stairs? Well, because the stairs are
Because I ama beach bum, and
5,000 steep, you only see this great
not alone in this quest, if.you need Day Session Student Government
help, seek it out, ifyouhaveques- "who : also:"-' welcomeQ the" ne . my traveling compaaiorr'<an arbig slant and get a headache from
tions ask, if you are in pain or con- 'students and reminded them 'of th cheology fanatic, I had to swap
thinking about it. That is why peofused, let someone know... because need to participate in student ac ~_~~~_~\@_~4J~l!~Y!Jor.Cls~~p-Ie _.. -pl~"JY!tQ.~~~.d.~~Il:'!, ,al!~~t-9f_
we recognize the demarids··tnai"aJi· .. tiYiti.eS. A&oo(feduciitlon'Will~no .. of intellectually-enriching expedi-. heights. or. who sufferfrom..heart .
education will place on you," he .be balanced without the develop tions. Trying to save the best for the
disorders are strongly advised not
ment of good· interpersona last, I booked' all the "boring" .to climb. There have been more
skills-'something that the' schoo tours for the first ~ in order to
than 20 deaths reported because of
provides a good amount of.
get it over with and to make
falls, heart attacks, or just plain
The procession went on with
fear. But simply think of it this
everyone happy.
musical interlude sung by AT
way, Ahhh! What an accomplishthur Jamison who displayed hi
Our Firs! Tour - Chichen - Itza.
ment.
talent and flair for mUSIC bv oerfor
Aside from Chichen-Itza, there
Chichen-Itza is the capital (\jt the
ming his version of "The Greatest Mayan Empire. Within what arare also tours available for Tulum
Love of All.,." He was supported cheologists consider one of the most' and XEL-HA, Isla de Mujeres
(Women's Island guysl), and Punta
by Anthony Evans whose skill at advanced civilizations of the
the piano made the song a very Americas, lies also the mystery of
Nizue. (note: tours vary at different'
said, He went on to remind students emotionally'tkarged and enjoyable ceremony and sacrifice. The name
hotels)
that the goal is, that students realize rendition, '.
Chichen- Itza can be broken down
Tulnm is an ancient maritime city
that they are part of the academic
JoelSegall, the president of the
community that is sensitive to the college introduced the guest of
demands placed .on them as honor Ada Smith. the state senator
students, workers and in some cases for .the 20th Senatorial District,
as parents.
who is a graduate of Baruch (class
The next speaker was Dr ~ John of 1973). Because of her
Fisher, director of admissions and
financial aid. He said that it is not the
aim of Baruch to turn down
students who have applied, but that
"we want to. admit students who
have a reasonable chance of succeeding, and all of you are here
because you achieved a great deal in
high school and based on that- we
think you have a chance of s'ucceeding and that is why you are
here. n He reminded students that
the school has high academic stan- distinguished service to the comdatd~ and in order to do well, one munity and to the college. the
has to put in a tremendous effort. senator was awarded the president's
. unequal .in_ every way to high medal.
Ill'. her address, thesenatoracschOOl standards. He alsO urged
students to make u.se of the wide cepted the award with- much ap
TIle P.J.e at CIIIdIea-lIZa•
range of resources in the school for preciation and went on to 'wish th
.students suc~ in the years t
!a balanced education.'
The Chair of the Faculty Staff come. She urged the students "t
into:
Chi = boca (moutb)~ of the Maya perched on a _rocky
Senate, Professor Virgil Bird; in his be freshmen all of their lives" i
chen = oozo (well). and Itza which cliff overlooking the turquoise
welcoming address, reminded tne that they should keep their curiousi is primer tribu (fIrSt tribe).
Carib~ Sea. It is a favorite spot
students that the next few years will
ty, their hunger for khowledge an.
Although Chichen.ltza has about
for almost everyone who visits Canbe the most rigorous because the avoid the trap of thinking that on 320 pyramids and structures,' the
cun because here tourists can enjoy
. schdOl is commit~ed 10 excellence in has learned enough. She said t
most attractive site'there is the temswimming and snorkeling in the
all fields and reminded the stude~ts even as a senator ~g in th~ ~ew pIe of Kukulstan, which means
emerald water of the Xel-ha
that as a aoss section of all na- York state senate, she IS contlnwng . leatherser:pent. This temple is uni- ..
(COntinued on Pilge ·BJ)
tionalities, they should also be com·
(Continued on Page B5)
que because it served as a calendar
.
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Of the 6,000
applicants
1800 Freshmen
were' chosen ...
~

she urged,the
students "to
be freshmen·
all of their

,.

lves " ...
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you they could easily dispose of this

"lunch" in ten minutes flat.
. C., after waiting on line for five
.. "

'

.

his attitude. Finally when she saw a
sign extolling the virtues or
Hoboken she asked N., somewhat
loudly, "I thought you said this bus.
was going upstate. What are we doing . going to Hoboken." At this
everyone laughed. N., holding his
laughter back as best he could told
. her to relax.
This was, he told her, the route to
upstate New York, the bus was only
taking the turnpike to get to the interstate.

Have you ever been approached
by a prophet Of doom, a derelict or
a weirdo? Have strange tnings ever
happened to-you at home or on the
subway? Have- you witnessed any
amusing incidents or overheard a
funny conversation? Is there
anything in the five boroughs you
think is amazing, bizarre or Just
typical of New York?
If the answer to any of these
questions is yes, then you too have a
Tale of New York to tell, and you
can have your Tale published. All
you have to do is write (legibly) or
type (preferably) out your story and
submit it to The Ticker (c/o Tales .
otNew York), Room 301F, Student
Center. All the names will be changed to. initials to protect the innocent, unless you request otherwise.

N. was boarding a 'bus bound for
upstate New York on friday when
he met this girl D. It turns out that
D1 was headed for the same place as
N. but she was a bit nervous.
N. asked her why she was so nervous and she explained that this was
her first time away from home. N.
told her to relax and enjoy the
scenery.
As the bus polled out of the Port
Authority D. seemed to be more at
ease with herself.
This however didnt last long. As
the OUS got Oft the NJ Turnpike D .

Compiled by William St. Louis

1968

. .

Baruch: a school of business administration and a school of liberal
arts and sciences. Today, there is a
three-school structure that includes
a school of education.
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WE HAVEACHILD
WHO NEEDS YOU
.

,

Become A School

Volunteer Today
Call (212) 213.3370
(718)858.0010
New York City

School Volunteer Program
443 Pork Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
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1984
Registrar Thomas McCarthy
deemed Baruch's registration a success and said it progressed "better
than in the past this semester."
Registration saw 500 fewer problems than the year before. McCarthy attributed this to increased efficiency by his office and a new attitude on the part of the Baruch

.... deemed
Baruch's
registration a
success...

motiv~tt" vou because vou are more
choosing a good ho: ,-'I is of most im- U.S.A.• I thought that if anything it
are more than a party animal. Then
portance 'When vi s i t i n g this would be the best. To my Surprise,
I suggest you book yourself for the beautiful country.
this hotel is now known to have
Pirate's Night Adventure, which is
The first thing that attracts
problems, Fortv nercenr of
a cruise to a beach party cookout at everyone to vacation in Can- I>security
")
all the people I spoke to had en(Continued from Page Bl)
Treasure Island, and from what I
cun is usually the price of the. trip, countered thefts of various sorts.
hear, a 'real and venturous voyage.
especially if you get one of those And compared to ,other hotels, the
The entertainment sector of the package deals that include hotel, service and hospitality at the
city prides itself on its successful bid airfare, and the meal plan. But my Crowne Plaza was everything but
to keep Cancun in the vanguard of advice to those of you who plan to courteous. So if you are planning to
Lagoon, one of the world's largest' towards. hi~ .group so that the se- ', first-class resorts. That is why they visit Cancun is to first check the
take a vacation avoid this hotel at
natural aquariums. Isla de Mujeres
cond partl:lpant could g~ ~nd ; provide lots of it. So 'if you are in popularity, ratings, service, and ac- - least until they finish constructing
and Punta Nizuc are pretty much
represent hIS team. The wmrnng Cancun, go, enjoy yourseu , H:e:U 11 tivities of the hotel your travel agent
it. "Cancun is a beautiful place to
the same as Tulum and Xel-ha with
team was of course the one who how to dance to the Mexican is booking you far before you leave.
visit and it would be a shame if a
the exception that in Punta Nizuc
finished first. I guess the reason rhythm, drink lots of tequila, and
Out of all the hotels that l-visited
bad experience in a hotel like this
you can see mangroves, channels
why the men's team lost was never forget Jony Banana's words, . in Cancun, the onlv one that seemwould ruin it.
andthe "Love Lagoon.'."
because they had three guys who "If you' feel sad, depressed ed to have any problems was the one
I know that the first advice they
'- fell dead to the ground after spin--or lonely just walk to the beach, I was staying in which was the
usually give to people who are going
The Mexican Hat Dance is ning, . and as a result lost time
take your clothes off, and make .Holiday/Inn Crowne Plaza. Since
to visit Mexico is, ~'Do not drink the ~
among the world's best known
because they could not 'get up.
love to the water."
it's a fairly new hotel, and a Holifolkloric dances, yef the Jarabe
Well, the idea is to have fun, and
If the carnival cruise does not day Inn which marks quality in the
(Continued on Page 85)
Tapatio, as it is known in Spanish,
is just a sample of Mexico'sbold
display of exuberant and colorful
dances. The flirtatious l,arahe
Tapatio, is a relatively new dance.
originating in Guadalajara, dalisco.
This Jarabe is danced only by
couples because it portrays a court- .
ship in which the gentleman wins
his lady at the end.
Other dances such as the Danza
del Venado (deer' dance), La Bamba, Oaxaca's Zanduga, the Mariahi
and the bird dance (personally my
favorite) are merely examples of the
repertoire of dances. highlighted by
the magnificently colorful folkloric
costumes and the. melodic and
rhythmic music of this country.

MEXICO

\

.

Baruch became its own college
separate from City College. Before
this time, Baruch had been the
business school of City College.
Naturally, Baruch geared up for its
,.
.
new place in CUNY. Professor
Samuel F. Thomas was appointed '
provost until the end of that
academic year, when Dr. Robert C.
Students on the first day of
Weaver was installed as the first
classes were dismayed to learn that
president of Baruch College ...
they could not get into the Student
Meanwhile, the school acquired the
Center before 9 a.m. prior to this,
RCA building on 24th Street (now
they were allowed to enter the
155 E. 24th S1. building of earnbuilding at 8 a.m. The reason for
this gross injustice? The custodial
staff allegedly needed the building
to themselves to make the building
immaculate by the time students arrived. Arrangements were made for
use of a reading room in- 17 Lex- community.. ·. Baruch's cafeterias
remained opened. as lounge areas
irigton Ave. in order to accomonly as food service was shut down
modate those students who insisted
because of differences between the
at having a place in school to relax
school and the food vendorvEducabefore 9 a.m. Apparently this was
tional Refreshments, Inc. ERI. was
the biggest Baruch problem
apparently
four months behind in
students faced at this time, as it
paying utilities and commission fees
warranted an editorial and an artiowed
to Baruch, Later Baruch
·pus). The building had been the site
cle on the front page of The Ticker.
would acquire a new vendor, and
of original recordings sueh as Elvis
No need to worry though. For all
then
a1'lother one, and then another
Presley's "Hound Dog,"... The
you earlybird students, it is now
one...
facUlty voted overwhelmingly to possible to get into the Student
- Compiled by Caitlin Mollison
have a two-school structure within Center at about 7 a.m.
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began to get agitated. She looked at
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N. and noticed nothing strange with
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minutes brought their meal
upstairs. K. said her 'usual two second grace and jumped into her
meal with and inhumanlike ferocity. C., howev.er was distracted by a
developing scene a few rows down.
Four homeless men with potent
aroma's had just arrived with one
. plate of food. C. streched to see
what they lad but couldn't see. She
asked K .• who was a bit taller than
her to take a look. K. Saw what she
thought was one order of french
fries.
e
.
Something immediately shapped
inside both of the girls hearts.
Without a word they both knew
what to do. C. grabbed. the heavy
plate and handed it to the men ..

C. .and K. were in the Me
Donalds on 40th Street and seventh
one day last week. The two, friends
for years, were-accustomed to going
there for their lunch.
It just so happened that on this
particular day C. and K1 were very
hungry. C., a "healthy" woman
- whose wreght was lingering around
the upper stratosphere of the 200's.
was starving. She convinced K. that
they should order a twenty piece
chicken McNugget box, a nine piece
chicken box and three orders of
.large fries. These twos she pro-_
phecized would devour this booty
Now many or you must be saying
that these two have sucummbed to
the. "your eyes are bigger than your
stomach" syndrome, but let me tell

... "your eyes are
bigger than your
s t omac h " ...
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The Folkloric Ballet which is performed
at the Hotel Inter-rrContinental is also accompanied by an exquisite buffet of Mexican and
international food and drinks,
while listening to live LatinAmerican music. So don't miss the
the Tradicion Mestiza Folkloric
Caribbean cruise to Isla de Mujeres.
\Vhile on the boat, you can either
CJ,.l1J. with. a memorablenight that
you will cherish.
When speaking about memorable
nights, the Caribbean Carnaval party always comes to mind. And just
like the name implies, it is a real
party. First you are taken on a
Caribbean cruise to Isla de Mujeres
while on the boat, you can either
dance on the second floor
discot her q ue to the Spanish
Merengue, get drunk at the open
bar on the first floor, get r..omantic
with your partner or just enjoy the
beautiful" scenery. Whichever you
choose to do is just fine because
you'lI be guaranteed to have some
fun.

'JJA\..\.. -S~A~\tJ <:>
~

_

;

t

/
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When' you arrive at Isla de Mujeres, you will enjoy a buffet dinner
on the beach, but most importantly,
you will start partying. Music and a
dancing show are provided by
Tony Banana & band, and the 20
dancers of the Caribbean Tropical
Carnaval Show. Not as definite as
the Folkloric Ballet, the Carnival
show features all the popular
dances of the Caribbean such as the
Jamaican Reggae, Merengue from
Santo Domingo, and the Borinqueria from Puerto Rico.

in their previous incarnations..'
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In between the trips to the open
bar for some tequila slammers,
everyone can participate in games
like the limbo, the kissing contest,
and the spin and tequila. .Out
of the three, the spin and tequila
was the most challenging because it
gave women the opportunity to prove that they were stronger, than
men. This game consisted of 12 participants six men and six women) who
at fITSt had to pullout of the sand a
buried fish stick with a fishing rod.
Then, they would have to run
towards someone who was holding
a tequila bottle, drink a substantial
amount, and spin around a stick
·'¥elve times before running back I

rille first 50 students to register for ECC Mac senunars willreo-iv« a tt'ee
, T-shirt or poster. All currently registered Baruch students who attl'lld
ECC Mac seminars are e1igihle to enter the Macintosh Plus drawing. Register
for the seminars in the ECC Microlab, IC;C; E. 24th St.. RIll . .1-+,)
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REFLECTIONS ON LIFE AT BARUCH
By TOM BABY

NIGHTMARE
AT
.
24TH STREET
.'

Every. new . semester offers
. something different. Its a new face
or a tired routine. You know
sooner or later, you'll be exhausted
and overburdened; but for now
things aren't totally out of hand.
" It all starts, the moment you hit
the doors for registration. What
your GPA was, that you're an accounting major, a marketing major
is all besides the point. Everything
is a new ballgame now; and that includes taking classes you can't
possibly think of a use for.
Registering for classes in this
school is like taxes, going to
funerals and having to meet ugly
people; you grit your teeth and suffer through it, hoping it all ends
quickly. It never does.
The first time I registered, the,
time was still B.C. (before' computers). I did the orientation thing
and.knew how and what to do, but
there's a difference between sitting
in a class of 40 freshmen all being
led by the hand and then being
thrown in the midst of 600 of them,
all confused because no one told
them that all the classes they would
need and want would be closed as
soon as they put them down on
paper.

There was a counselor's room, 'so
I went in for help. Before I oper, -c
my mouth, one counselor told me

that he couldn't help me. That I
should "tough, it out" because I
was an adult now and should deal
with this on my own. He shooed me
away.
,
While I was outside, dazed and
confused, I got bumped into by

world. "
you 'don't have to hear fire engines
Does anyone remember school
Me: "Could you pleaselunch in the cafeteria? Homemade and arujulances running to the
r... Him: "Please? Please don't it wasn't.
newest victims., You go to a study
mean s-h-i-t nothing. You gotta
room, everyone's studying, leaving
In my grade school there were
learn. Who in the world is gonna food fights every- other week. One
room only to come out for air and
stop their business and answer your day. the assistant principal grabbed to move their aching necks. Not exquestions? If you've lost your way, , my friend William (all the teachers actly a place to kick back. 'An empyou got to find your way. If you're grabbed William; usually because ty classroom is all 'plastic and metal.
,.. .like taxes, going to far 'behind, you have to catch up. everything was his fault) and yelled
Do you understand what I'm say- into his face. '
funerals and having to, -ing?
Look don't look so pained,
Him: "What's wrong with you
you
look
like
you're
gonna
cry
kids? Why are you throwing good
'
meet ugly people...
what's the problem?"
food at each other?"
•••
Me: "You're stepping on my
another counselor. After he
Will: "Sir, we rdorr't throw the
apologized for knocking, me to the hand. Move your damn foot!"
good food at each other just the
Him: "Oh, .I'm sorry."
ground, I told him my predicament,
stuff we get here. ~:
Me: "You should be. I can't
How I had oniy nine credits I could,
Him: "What are' you saying?
0
JUS
count on, and how it was getting to move my fingers, I could have nerve That's good food, 11 sticks to your
,££
the point where my, only option damage you jerk."
ribs!"
-.
'. t
Him: "Take that as another
seemed to be taking six phys eel
Will: "But it sticks to clothes and
classes to get the 15 credits I lesson, people will step allover you the wall much better."
wanted. With his help, I was able to if you're not careful. Well you take
That was the last thing Will said'
get 15 credits without all that exer- care and let me know if your fingers before the assistant principal hurled
cise..
move ... oh , and welcome to him over four rows of kids.
Baruch.
"
If we had a floor of nature, we
Five hours after I started, I was
All that aside, what I want to see
finished. I sat my tired frame next
is a floor of nature. I was watching could put it on the- fifth floor of
. to a -wall and waited for a friend to
Star Trek The Next Generation cancer on 26 Street. And we could
finish his trip through Baruch hell.
once, and they had a place on the do it right, there would be a way for
16,000 of tis to eat, read, talk, sleep
Then from nowhere, the counselor
ship where there were trees and
or
whatever in -an oasis in the midwho shooed me away, stood over
bushes and real ground. It was built
me. He blocked out all the light.
,so people could get away from dle of this city without disturbing
anybody else that's relaxing there
Me: "Sir, could youroutines and the boring interiors of
themselves. Everybody would have
Him: "I told you before, didn't
the ship.
you hear me the first time? The only
I've been reading about this
When you take the subway and a place without disturbing anybody
way you should do this is on your cafeteria that's supposed to open at . walk through OUf over-developed ci- else. It would be a place to catch
own."
Baruch. Even though, I probably
ty, walking through people on the your breath and breathe something
besides fumes and CO 2 •
Me: "But 1signed a petition for it, I'm trying to go and going, sometimes it just all
Sure it's a fanciful idea, but hey
Him: "Look son, you're in the remember why I thought it was a seems too much. You come to
real world now. V ou ain't no baby
good idea. There are 16,000 people
school and though you got a couple so what? The chances of seeing it
in high school anymore. You don't here, so a ,whole lot must have eaten of parks nearby and a few trees on .happen are no more 'ludicrous than
do it, it doesn't get done. -That·· is in it at one time or another, so tell .23rd Street, there's nothing you
seeing the cafeteria open before you
the real 'world. This is "the" real 'me-, -bow-big a·,thrill·-was-it? . . . 'could call yoW'··own.A'nice'qUiet - graduate. -

h
we don't t 'row
d

the good foo at
rach
th er · t
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h
e stUJJ' we get
here' . "
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HAMBURGER
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bandidos are found in the Flea
markets, not in the streets. Visiting
Las Pulgas (the flea market) in
itself is an unique experience
because as soon as you set foot on
(Continued from Page B3)
that territory, you can be sure that
you won't be out of there for at
water, and be careful with that
least three hours. Everywhere you
turn, you will have people grabbing
Mexican food." Well part of this
all parts of your body to get vou to
statement is true, and part of it is
visit their store. But someti.aes it is
not. Although the water in Cancun
is safe everywhere because is worth it because the flea market is
purified.tthe food is not, and that's . the only place in Cancun where they
woul "":er their prices to almost
where the problem lies. Fast food
nothi
. rder to make a sale..
restaurants such as Pizza Hut, DenW .n bargaining, just be persisny's, and the burger joints are not
tent and look determined. Since
recommended because the food is
too greasy, our metabolism is not
these people double their prices,
accustomed to foreign spices, and
they expect the tourists to bargain.
with
the menus are Mexican not If you don't feel comfortable
,
the price, either two things could
American. So don't expect the
tacos that you eat in Taco Bell, to
happen: You wa'k out and decide
to buy it someplace else, or they'll
taste the same as the ones you'l1 eat
run after you (believe. me they do)
in Cancun.
Usually it is best to stick with the and give it to you for the price you
offered. The thing you have to keep
hotel food because it is the closest
in mind is that these people are
to home, but if you coat your
stomach, well with something like desperate to make a sale. So any
Pepto-Bisrnal, Kaopectate, Mylanta reasonable (and sometimes' even
. II, or yogurt tablets before eating, low) price you offer, they'll take.
Silver is usually the best thing
it would probably be safe enough to
help you chow down some of those that you'l1 find in the flea-markets,
but you have to be careful because
hot Mexican dishes.
The Bombay Bicycle Club, Ole they might try to' sell you Alpaca
which looks.Jike silver and turns
Ole, Cancun 1900, EI Pescador,
green for the real thing; Just look
Lorenvillos, Captain's ,Cove,
Jaguari's, and Bogart's are some of for the 9~25 sterling silver stamp,
and feel the weight. That's usually
the restaurants which deserve fourthe, best way to distinguish between
star ratings .because of their' exthe two.'
cellent cuisine, friendly at
The 'best mode of transportation
mospheres, and reasonable prices.
But just like there is no end to the for tourists ~ Cancun are taxis. Do
not rent cars. They are expensive,
list of restaurants that can be found
- in Cancun, there is also no end to troublesome and usually break
the various guests of people when it
down. .Taxis are always more than
comes to food. So be daring and be willing to- overcharge you. So even'
your own food critic because after if it seems tacky to ask "how
all, that is one of the joys of vaca- much" before getting 10, don't
tioning in a foreign country.
hesitate to do it.

MEXICO

NOW WITH STUDENfPLUS~ YOU G£T AN ATM

interest rates on Supersavings'" accounts with easy access
CARD AND A WHOLE WT MORE.
and unlimited,deposits and withdrawals.
For your instant ArM card or more information, stop by
As a' StudentPlus Banking customer, you instantly receive
,the branch listed below or anyone of our 204 branches. Or
an ATM card' that gives you convenient access to your
apply by phone by calling 1-800-CHEMBANK, Ext. 5950.
money 24 hours a day at over 4,000 cash machines in the
And the-next time you call home, they'll be shocked you
New York area, and over 26,000 nationwide.
And there's more. Like Free Checking (no monthly per ,just called to say "Hi!"
check or ATM fees) with a combined minimum balance of
$1.000 in e-ither a CD. checking or savings account:'
Your own personal Masterf'ard or Visa card: High
400 SECOND AVENUE (23RD STREET)
<,
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A>~ your hotel agents the normal
fares for your destinations, and go
by that when paying the green
monsters, as they are known.
The, currency in Mexico, is the
(Continued from Page Bl)
peso, and usually one of the major
mistakes tourists make when ex- '
changing American money is to do
it all at once. For each American
dollar, the exchange is usually
about 2,500 pesos. But since the
Mexican currency deals with
thousands and up, the best thing to
do is in order to avoid confusion
and rip-offs is to pay as much as
you can with American money.
This way you will know how much
you are really spending. Besides,
since the value of the American
dollar varies allover town, you
might discover that in the hotel you
were given 2,350 pesos for each
dollar, while in town the exchange
was a couple of hundred more.
Another reason why you should not
exchange your money all at once is
that yeu don't want to bring back
home over 10,000 worthless pesos
as souvenirs because they couldn't
change it for American money in
Cancun. Remember, stick with
American money all the way. And
to learn something every day of her mende contemporary students on
when paying with American money,
life and this she considers to be a their ability to learn from the turalways make sure they give you
tremendous
reward in itself. No moil and agitation of the 19605. She
American change.
Cancun is a city, that has a matter when one graduates, and no. urged students to register and vote
nightlite to rival any in the country. , matter what one has learned, "the as part' of their participation in the
'Latin rhythms in swinging salsa " world will teach you the rest." She community. Finally she urged
bars, state-of-the-art discos, quiet . reminded the freshmen that no mat- students to develop new ideas to the
lobbies with oyster bars, and ter how much education they get, society as a means of transfigura'chamber music are only the beginn- they "should all strive to keep your tion.
individuality" and follow their own
In a backstage interview with the
ing. Cancun is a little bit of old
dreams.
She.
reiterated
that
the
senator
she mentioned the diversity
Mexico, a touch of a -modern namain purpose of education is to of the Baruch population as being a
tion, a glimpse of theancient Maya
make
life better for all people in all positive tool for the advancement
and a dip in the Caribbean. Cancun
walks of life with the knowledge, of learning. She also said that she
has many, many faces and nowhere
and indispensable ex- has internships available in her ofexpertise
is this phenomenon more apparent
perience acquired. She went ahead fice and more than welcomes
than in all her tourist activities.
to refute the accusation that today's Baruchstudents to take advantage
students are self-centered and com- of them.
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As I sat in my trailer waiting to begin
The nation's Capitol would be changed _ documentaries "like THE VUL TURE: OUR
JASON SPEAKS ON ••• (little known facts
NEW
NA
TIONAL
BIRD.
another scene for my new movie, FRIDA Y
from Washington D.C. to Crystal Lake and
about Jason Voorhees)
THE 13th, PART IX: JASON DOES
the White House would become one of
Before reading this I bet many of you
DALLAS, I was asked by my agent what it
those gloomy, termite-ridden camp shanties
thought I couldn't write. I bet many of you
JASON ON THE ECONOMY•..
. IT STUCKS!! .
would be like if I somehow managed to
that I have made so popular through my
thought I was illiterate. Are you .surprised
become President of the United States. Notmovies. To accommodate Freddy's needs
now? I'm actuaHya quite learned
quite knowing how to respond to that quesElm Street would be airlifted from its cur- '
gentl~maJJ._I have degree in brain bashing
,JASON ON DRUGS•••
tion, I immediately turned to Iii!!l.ang .QP1'ed
- rent location ana~Ii:iQv~d.to_CrySi.aCiake.
and JDUtilation..and,I-graduated -fCOlD-H()R-~
J--like-drugs, T-hey made moe what I am-to- his.throat out, tossing his body onto the pile Washington D.C. would then be turned inROR HIGH with the professor's arms and .
day.
to a huge -shelter for the homeless, who
of other ~ 'wise-ass" agents that -I have
legs in a box. My diploma is hanging upon
accumulated over the years.
from their new living quarters, would worsomeone's face. 1 nailed it there myself with
ship Freddy- and I like gods or die. Secretary
a rusty spike.
The idea of being president of the United
JASON ON EDUCATION••.
States intrigued me though. I couldn't beof State duties would be turned over to my
When the people at The Ticker came to
any worse than the pathetic puny humans 1n
me and asked me to do this story, I tried to
Who needs an education when you know
long-standing comrade Michael Myers,
office now. The only problem I saw myself
while Pinhead from HELLRAISER would
kill them. Since they managed to escape I
how to kill people 14,000 different ways.
having was getting the American people to
thought I at least owed them something, so
handle the chores of Secretary of Defense.
I'm writing this column. After this I will
The armed forces would be required to
JASON ON FOREIGN POLICY...
believe a crazed, hockey mask-wearing
murderer in a bloody lumberjack shirt. But
owe them and all you other human' fools
change their battle fatigues from that bland
then, as I thought about it, if'<they don't
nothing. The title of my new movie is FRIcamouflage green to lumberjack 'red.
As far as I know I'm not a foreigner, I'm a
DA Y THE 13th, PART IX: JASON DOES
take me seriously I'll rip out their eyes and
Hockey masks, red-checkered lumberjack
product of the American box office
suck their skull juices out. With those
DALLAS. In it I arrive on a bus from New
shirts and soiled jeans would add a new
therefore I no foreign policy.
thoughts in mind, it's easy to see how a guy
dimension to the men in the military. All
York and proceed to hack the crap out of
like me could win a presidential election.
money would be blood red and bear either
the usual cast of has-been teen actors. It's
JASON ON CHER••• ,
all part of nw ten-city tour entitled
First of all, who would have the balls to run
my likeness or the likeness of the vice presiSHE SUCKS!
against me? Certainly not that roadkill
JASON'S HACKIN' GOOD BLOOD,
dentv My foreign policy would be like this:
JASON ON LIFE•••
SWEET A!'!D BODY PARTS TOUR. If I
that's in office now.
you do as I say or Freddy will enter your
I dunno, I've been dead so many times now
As a running mate I would have to conwere you I wouldn't miss it because I won't
dreams and find a weird and perverse way
it's hard to tell.
to kill you very _painfully. With that in
miss you...
sider my long-time associate Frederick
mind, I guess I can say that J would pretty
Krueger-or "Freddy, that wild land crazy
(Continued on Page-Bl~)
much rtrte the world.
dream master," as Ted Kennedy so often
If I become president, life would be simrefers to him. Ereddy is a compulsive
ple. Simply horrifying. I pride myself in
human murderer, like myself, and therefore
being s madman who ever dies. I keep comshares the same ideologies about people as I
ing back, and that means I will probably be
do-slice' em, dice'em, hack'em to death
in
office for a very long time. In other
with a kitchen knife. Frederick and I would
words, everyday would be a FRIDA Y THE
not run as Democrats or Republicans.
13th. I would run this country so efficiently
Those parties are for losers, wimps and
that most of you weak human maggots
pinheads. Mr. Krueger and I would run on
fI)
(and I use the term "maggots" only in the
the independent ticket..; the "Right To
~
l:ll:-e
nicest sense) will be running for your lives
Life" party, or better yet the "Right To
:J
~
UJ
24-7-365, that means 24 hours a day, seven
Kill" party, that way when we senselessly
Z
Co
days a week and 365 days a year. The police
U
kill somebody, like we normally do, we
fUJ
will disband and be replaced with ax
Z
won't be breaking the law.
Z
.....
...;
murderers .and serial killers, who
Once we win the election, Frederick and I
0
. idolize me,
~
~
and will dispense death and destruction on
will definitely have to do some
UJ
<
l:ll:
Z
a regular basis. From my Crystal Lake
political housecleaning. Congress would
-e
Co
stronghold,
Freddy
and
I
will
make
sure
the
almost assuredly have to be slaughtered and
terror is distributed to all parts of the
replaced witt creatures of my own choosUnited States. Those spineless worms who
ing. The Senate would be turned over to
lock
themselves indoo.Il. ~o avoid my reign
THE LIVING DEAD and the House of
of terror would be able to look forward to
GREMLINS and the CRI1TERS. Norman
only one television station, channel 13. On
Bates would preside over both houses as
it will be shows like MARRIED... WITH
Speaker of the House and the Bates Motel
JASON, MURDER JASON WROTE,
would become the new Capitol Building,
JASON AND THE FA TMAN, WHEEL
with it the Living Dead Senate occupying
OF MISFORTUNE, and THA T BLOOD
the top two floors and the Gremlin and
CURDLING
SCREAM:
TilE
President JUOD aDd Vice President Freddy wotllcLnD tIdI co......, lib tIIeIr moYie. Bloody aad Gattyl
TRADEMARK OF THE VOORHEE'S
Critter House of Representatives occupying
ADMINISTRA TION. There would be fine
the first floor and the basement.
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Biltboard's dance charts on any given week
and you'll get the picture. Things have gotten out of hand lately, though. The only
thing left for me is a Joan Baez super
duper-Marley Marl-and-Chuck Chiilouthip -h ou se -t ran sformed -gh er to -u ptowndowntown-East Coast-West Coast Garage
influenced-with Flavor Flav-as-guestrapper remix. I guarantee the dance :!1~
dustry will go through a crash similar to the
one that led to the Comiskey Park conflagration.
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Let Marll do a Joan Baez remix.

en

Q

ell::

oU

6. Is Madonna a closet lesbian. or is she
toting. Sandra-Bernhard around just
because she looks better?
We can bring this UD because The
Material One has decided to flaunt this, all
over America. Can we answer "all of the
above?" I guess money can't buy 100'e after
all. And while I'm in the Madonna section.
notice how she unabashedly fondles her
crotch in her latest video? When the
brothers do it, it's nastv: when Madonna
does it, she's expressing herself. Hmmm ..."

UJ

ell::

U
Q.

W

Paula Abdul: Pretty face, but ...

4. Ever wonder why jazz music and jazz

2. Notice how everybody in the black

community (belatedly) tried to condemn
George Michael's winning the best black artist categor)· at these past American Music
Awards, yet play an integral role in making
New Kids On The Block a major sales success?
Everybody I know threw up a big stink
about George Michael, yet did not think
about it when black radio was shoving it
down our throats. Think we got the
message? NOOOOO! We go ahead and
keep New Kids. .. on the' Billboard black
albums chart for 44 weeks and counting.
What makes this particular-ly appalling is
that at least Michael can sing, write. and
produce. We keep the Kids and outlaw the
Enemy; I don't understand this' at all.
May....,: it's a CBS Records thing. Why don't
we just get rid of these labels and let music
be music? Then we wouldn't have to worrv
about (oh no, I have to say it) crossover.
Hmmm.
3. Ever wonder how Paula .-t bdul sells
more records than Aretha Franklin?
In our world of capitalism and hard sell.

musicians are generally better received
overseas than here at home?
One theory I heard, and I apologize for
not remembering from whom I heard it ,
was that people and countries abroad don't
have to worry about approximately 20 percent of the population rising up in revolt
when they hear such significant music. If it
is nothing else, jazz surely is AfricanAmerican social cornmentarv.
Further ,
.
since it is America's classical music, adoption of jazz inherently means adoption of
its creators-African-Americans. I find it
very interesting that the rise and fall of
jazz's popularity seems to parallel the rise
and fall of the African-American community's political and cultural awareness. Then
again, it may not be all that complicated.
This ignorance rnav be due to this countrv 's
refusal to credit anything that is created -by
the African-American unless that creation
can be chronicled in a sports encyclopedia.
5. Notice how everyone in the "'orld has II
12" single complete with a house mix and a
hip hop mix?
Who said that disco sucks? Everyone
seems to come back to it. Make no mistake
about it. dance music is here in a BIG wav,
maybe not to stay. but it is here. Comisk~v
Park notwithstanding. Unfortunatelv. with
volume comes rnediocritv,
- and more- often
just plain garbage: .iust check out

-

-

-

*

SEA OF LOVE--Starring AI Pacino, FJIen Barki"n, and Jobn Goodman. Written by
Ricbard Price. Directed 'by Harold Becker". Running Time: 113 miantes. Rated R. Rating:
***1/2.

..~
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As! W. ROse: status sdD latact. -

8. Notice bow firuzIly the music industry
.ls starting to question Axl Rose's "ethics"
for the lyrics contailled in lib solll "One a
A MiDion1"
I find it amusing how everybody is running on C.P. time for Mr. Rose, yet cannot
wait to bury Professor Griff and Public
Enemy. Jon Pareles, music critic for the
New York Times and a guest at Baruch College last spring, got front page of the
Times's Arts and Leisure section last Sunday (lOth) for his article "There's A New
Sound In Pop Music; Bigotry." My question is "Why so late?" Is this columnist just
a bit out of joint'about this whole issue?
Damn right I am. I got into my first argument about my Ax] Rose comment, and, as
I was expecting, this person insisted on
focusing solely on my dismissal of' Rose
rather than the call for equality: Do I still
think Ax! Rose is an ass? Absohnely. But
then again- Professor Griff is an ass for
what he said, as is ElvIs Costello, DvII
Presley, Mkk Jager, and scores of others
for their ridiculous comments. It is an
undeniable fact, however, that Rose is being treated with kid gloves way after tM
fact. while people \.YOUld just as soon kill
Professor Griff. Passionate and out of
joint? Yes, and this columnist will continue
to be passionate and out of joint about
racism at any time.
(See

"NOTES,"

Oft
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Since Universal Pictures released SCARFACE in 1983, AI Pacino's acting career has
been stagnating. His follow up film REVOLUTION, which opened in 1985 and co-starred
Donald Sutherland and Nastassja Kinski, failed at the. box office-and video store and proved that"Pacino -hadbecotne too .identifiable as the foul-mouthed, paranoid Cuban drug
czar Tony Montana for anyone to successfully believe him" in any other role. His performance in SCARFACE was such a compelling one that a lengthy sabbatical from the industry was necessary in order to tear 'down the typecastedwaftPactnohad created for
himself.
It is nearly seven years since SCAR FACE has been released, and moviegoers have apparently forgotten the enigma of Tony Montana and are clammering for Pacino's return to
celluloid. Once again Universal Pictures has provided the vehicle for this award winning actor to make his return in the guise of an erotic suspense thriller entitled SEA OF LO VEe
In SEA OF LOVE Pacino stars as the abrasive yet witty Frank Keller, a divorced 20-year
veteran of the New York Police Department who often takes a drink to forget all his problems. When a rash of similar male murders begin to pop up around' toe city, Paclno and a
fellow detective from Forest Hills (John Goodman) teamup to try and crack this baffling .
case. During the investigation, Keller (Pacino) falls in' love with a prime suspect, an
enigmatic woman (Ellen Barkin) whomeets men through the personal columns of a singles
magazine. Pacino and Barkin proceed to burn up the screen in some real steamy love
scene's that will 'no doubt have audiences harking back to those" wild sex scenes from
FA TAL A 1TR:-A CTlON as theatre ushers hose everyone down with "a full blast of cold
_ water.
Ellen Barkin, who first gained recognition and critical praise in THE BIG EASY with
Dennis Quaid and later in the HBO movie CLINTON AND NADINE with Andy Garcia,
continues to impress in SEA OF LO VE. Her character is a hot little bombshell who
becomes more mysterious as the movie progresses. Barkin does not appear in the movie for'
nearly 30 minutes, but when she does she explodes onto the screen and performs some of
. the .hottestand graphic scenes with.Pacino.since BOD Y HEAr andFA-TAL-A 1TRACTION. She adds a totally new dimension to the entire storyline because her character is so
mystifying. Subsequently, she lights a fire under Pacino enabling him to play out his
character to the fullest as Frank Keller tries to sort out his loyalties for his job and his lover.
SEA OF LOVE, named after the record "Sea of Love" performed by Phil Pbillips and
the Twilights, is a movie that relies on its story and characters rather than I elaborate special
effects or hit concepts to get it over. This is a welcome change from the-current Hollywood
crime dramas that have been playing in theatres of late. The movie's entire persona is
reminiscent of THE FRENCH CONNECTION, SERPICO. or THE SEVEN UPS, those
gritty, hardboiled movies of the 19705 that were void of the Hollywood glamour and alive
with the vigor, flavor, and the rawness of city law enforcement and the underworld.
John Goodman, who stars regularly as the jovial, rotund working-class dad on
ROSEANNE, works the circuit well as the quintessential detective from Forest Hills. AI
Pacino has typically shaken all reminiscence of his SCARFACE character and has created
an all new entity that, although is not as powerful or awe inspiring as Tony Montana, is
equally unforgettable.

Not of

TTTTT

this earth

thwhile album together.
Side one song one-dare I say the theme
. of the masses the past few weeks-Public
. Enemy's "Fight The Power." If you
haven't heard this yet, and the chance of
that is very slim, go directly to the record
store and ask for the 12-inch single. Buy it.
Play it." Feel it.
~
Another song that has been flooding the .
:J
airwaves this summer is GUY's "My Fantasy." Producer (and performer) Teddy
~ Riley is very talented and puts more than
~
just a touch of funk into this one.
ffi
Take 6-you know, that group that could
~
harmonize a chapter in accounting and
~. make it sound good-has a cut called
"Don't Shoot Me." It sounds so pleasant
when they sing; you just want to snap your
fingers and nod. your, head. They also open
and dose the, album with a jingle and promo for the fictional radio station in the
movie, WE LOVE FM 108.
Spike obviously likes that go-go
sound-s-he's brought EU to the album with
"Party Hearty," a tune that sounds like a
cross between "Buck Wild" and "Da
Butt." Steel Pulse performs "Can't Stand
It," with a genuine reggae beat. Ruben
Blades incorporates his' 'Tu y Yo;" a single
done in Spanish, with the right amount of
flavor. -'Other performers include AI Jarreau, Gerald Alston, and Branford Mar,

t

Mr. Richie got himself in a whole lotta
trouble for his extramarital libidinous activities a few months back. Supposedly, he
is .taking this opportunity tQ re-dedicate
himself to his wife and his music. I say he's
taking this opportunity to figure out just
how dumb his actions have been. You see,
his "wife, Brenda "Harvey-Richie, has both
written and produced some of his best
sengs, including "Penny Lover." If 'she
ever decides to sue for divorce, especially
citing infidelity, things would get really ugly
for Mr. Richie really quickly. And they
reside in California, too? Did anybody say
"HALF?"
.
Z

.

.

. T - Don't Ask

·MOVIES.* TELEVISiON:
~ECORDS
BOOKS
CLUB$*'REVIEWS AND OTHER

7. What ever happened to Lionel Richk?

-::c:

ell::

MJ: a musical genius.

.

E 5

. A~dul gets over (as does Bruce Willis, Eddie Murphy, new dance "diva" Nicole
and a host of others) because 1) the right
people think she is gorgeous and 2) she and
her product are marketed very well. Who
says today's artists need talent? Paula is not
a singer, she is an entertainer, and even as
an entertainer she takes a back seat.
Michael Jackson is more exciting (and can
sing, too!), Bobby Brown is more exciting,
Living Colour is more exciting (and they
can play musk !), ... should I go on? On the
other hand, Aretha is, well, Aretha.
However, Aretha has always had difficulty
being marketed properly. This is whv she
sells less than someone who cannot share
the same stage with her.

"This is not a copout-column written
because I had no story. This was, believe it
or not, actually planned. These are a lot of
little things ("not jokes, just thoughts," as
Arsenio Hall says), small blurbs that would
be difficult to expand into a full-blown
commentary, yet interesting enough to
command attention.
1. Notice how when Eddie Murphy
records his albums, he tries valiantly to imitate the same people he disses in his standup routine?
Dear Old Eddie has done the Michael
Jackson thing, the Prince thing and the
James-Brown thing in concert, yet when he
needs to "create a sound," he wants to
share the wealth. As a co-worker of mine
noted, "It's funny, yet I'm far from amused. " Eddie is no fool; the people he has
chosen to emulate are all musical geniuses
(pun intended). The real, ultimate "dis,"
however, is that hoe sounds awful doing
what he's supposed to be doing. It's sort of
like Eddie doing a bad imitation of Eddie
doing an imitation. Guess what, though? I
will bet it' goes 'platinum. Hrnrnm.

"
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salis.
There is also a voice on this album. It
"belongs .' to an" extremely talented someone
named Perri. Amta Baker she is. not, but
with some work and the
right songs, Perri's
4
career could take off.· ,
. ;"
I think I've proven my point. The album
has ballads and real grooves. It is definitely
not just "background" music. With some
of the most talented performers around all
linked on one' album, Spike could not go
wrong with this soundtrack.
-Carrie Larrier

FULL MOON FEVER
Tom Petty
MCA Records
Produced by Jeff Lynne, Tom Petty &
Mike Campbell
RATING: TTTT
When you stand in the record store with
Full Moon Fever by Tom Petty' under your
arm, and you contemplate whether or not
to put it back and make another selection,
let me tell you that you should stick with
your initial decision. '
This time he's
struck gold,·if-not.p1a~um~." (Continued on the next page)
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LET'S
-TALK
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Looking for a permanent part-time
posmon? Dna that is flexible as
well as financiany rewarding?
Then join the telemarketing team
that drives the success of our
professional newsletter publishing
company-and you will find that
the money yOJ,J take out is directly
linked to the effort you put in.
satarres-range:from $7-$10 per
hour for a 12 to 20 hour work
week. We also offer paid holidays
and other great benefits"

The work environment is friendly,
flexible, comfortable- and you'll
gel all the support you need to be
successful.
'
If you have ambition and a great
phone voice-let's talk money"
Call

212-244-3014
after 10 am
(Please have reading matenat
handy.)

Available shifts are: .
10am to 2pm or 2pm to 6pm _
(Mon.-Fri. only).

An equal opportunity employer

lOMA
rOJ'

Infonnation Services

ProfeSSionals

-Martin Sttlrkey

-~

RESEARCHER WANTED_
PART.TIME FLEX-HOURS

Manaaement

MUSIC FROM DO THE RIGHT THING
Various Artists
Motown

when you were at home. hanging out with
your .friends. And they" were certainly
nothing you'd want to pay money for. Then

RATING: TIT

came Prince, whose PURPLE RAIN album
hit the top of the charts, I'toving that there

I recall when soundtrack albums were full
of "background" music-songs that worked
during the scenes in the movie, but not

can be more than one interesting song on a
soundtrack. Spike Lee, dubbed "Album
Executive Producer" of the "Do The Right
Thing" soundtrack, really pulled a wor-

Consultinl

FllU/PT

Wanted: Hi-energy,
marketing advertising
pro's with excellent phone skills.
Between jobs or tit::cJ of the present one. Flexible hours. ..
Call: 212-213-2966

tirm

focused.

seeks RESEARCH ASSISTANT
57 per hour' 911 reviews
Can ERIC EASON (212) 321-2778

ACf IN TV COMMERCIALS

,-

HIGH PAY
NO EXPERIENCE...ALL AGES
KIOS.
TEENS.
YOUNG
ADULTS~ FAMIUES. MATURE
PEOPLE, ANIMALS. ETC.
. CALL NOW!

CHARM STUDIOS.
,.
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Goodrich Tires, when the tire company asked if they could use his song "Mary's New
Car" for a radial tire commercial. Petty
'department
again, and this time he's struck gold, if not
refused, so Goodrich found a Tom Petplatinum.
ty soundalike and wrote a similar song to
Full
Moon
Fever
is
Petty's
first
album
Petty's. This infuriated Petty and he sued
THE
without the Heartbreakers, however he has
" the tire company and obtained a restraining
not abandoned them; they are a still- a
order and forced Goodrich to pull the
group, but Petty wanted to try a solo album
spots, thus he didn't back down.
with the help of a few friends, such as
Included on the album is a remake of the
Heartbreaker guitarist Mike Campbell (who
.
old Byrds' classic "Feel A Whole Lot Betco-produced the album with Petty), and
ter," with Petty's own interpretation
Jeff Lynne of Electric Light Orchestra
thrown in to add interest. Petty felt that it
(E.L.O.) and Traveling Wilburys fame,
was such a good song that it "deserved a seplaying bass guitar, co-writing and co-'
cond time around. "
producing with Petty and Campbell.
The three most unique' songs on the
The new combination gives Petty'
album are; "Yer So Bad," "A Mind With
MOVIES
TELEVISION
a fresh new context to work within, which
A Heart Of Its Own;' and "Zombie Zoo."
has produced Petty's best creations since
"Yer So Bad" gives a different look at life
RECORDS
BOOKS ...
"The Waiting" and· "Don't Do M~ Like
in 1989 with a chorus "Yer so bad /Best
That. " The most powerful and probably
thing I ever had.! In a world gone mad.!
~LUBS
RESTAURANTS
the most popular song on the album is
Yer so bad." If a title could ever stimulate
"Running Down A Dream," which
as
much interest asa song itself, "A Mind
AND OTHER REVIEWS
awesome. "Free Fallin'," "Face In The
represents Petty's idea that "the acoustic
With A Heart Of It's Own" is applicable.
Crowd," and of course, "I' Won't Back
guitar can be a real rocking instrument inThe title of the song is enough to make -you 1.
Down" are some of the other powerful
stead" of simply being an introspective
want to listen to it, and then it only gets bettracks on the album. "I Won't Back
one." It is the acoustic guitar that pushes
ter. "Zombie Zoo: "'which features the late
Down" is Petty's interpretation of himself.
"Running Down A Dream" out bf the
Roy Orbison on backing vocals is not only a
(Continued from the Previous Page)
category of great and into the category of
It stems _from his incident with B.F.
unique song, but can challenge '~unning .
Down A Dream" for the best track on the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : , album. "Zombie Zoo" takes a funny look
..
at the underground night life. Witty lyrics
combined with Wilbury style rhythms add
up to a remarkable song that pokes fun at
the underground nightlife patron, with the
chorus "Painted in a corner and all you
. No one can be free
want
to do./:is dance down at the Zombie
until aU are free.
Zoo. "
With the name Tom Petty and songs like
"Running Down A Dream," "Zombie
Zoo,," and "I Won't Back Down" passing
up this album in the record store would be a
mistake for the music lover and all of those
people tired of hearing the same thing over
and over again.
-Rf!bert Byrnes

(Tom Petty...)
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World Premiere Exclusive Engagement

STARTS WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20TH
At theatres everywhere Friday, October 6th
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SPECIAL LOOK
Debbie A lien
MCA Records
RATING:T
It gets aT-rating because the coverphoto
. and colors are appealing. It's not that the
album is that bad, it's that it's not good. I
already have my reservations about the urban contemporary category, and this album
just slides right down into that pile.
Debbie Allen is a very talented woman-I
will admit that. Like the pretty sticker on
the jacket says, she's "multi-faceted" and
"multi-talented." Many of us will
remember her in the movie and television
show from a few years back. "Fame." She
had a prime-time variety special on TV
recently, which was very entertaining.
These days, she produces, directs, and
writes for the Cosby spin-off, "A Different _
World." Very talented, indeed. Unfortunately, her vocal abilities are not quite as
impressive as her dancing abilities.
I flipped the jacket over, and noticed that
Kashif produced quite (iI few of the cuts.
I'm impressed. Kashif has had success with
albums of his own, as well as in producing
others such as Whitney Houston. Reading
further, I see Jesse Johnson's name mentioned a few times. I'm impressed
again-I'm a fan of. the "Minneapolis'
sound." Unfortunately, again, I can hear
only traces of Kashif''s work, and we are
nowhere near Minneapolis on this one...
'1 have this "thing" about urban contemporary-there are a lot of talented performers out there, but there are only a few
who dare to be different. Everyone tries to
blend in with everyone else, leaving me with
a very uneventfulday on two or three radio
stations .. Here, Ms. Allen leaves me with a
very uneventful album. The title cut sounds
almost identical to .another cut, "Sexy
Ways." This time, however, she feels the
need to recite, "work 'me, work me; OWW,
don't hurt me." Believe me when I say
there's not a whole lot of feeling in that sentiment.
The music to "More Than A Man" has a
slight resemblance to Janet Jackson's
"Nasty Boys." The vocals in "Keepin' It
Undercover" sound like Evelyn King in
"Love Come Down." She sound's like a

(Continued on Page B13)

DISNEY - MGM STUDIOS THEME PARK
At Walt Disney World
'"
Lake Buena Vista, F~
Admission: (one day, one park): Adults, $29; Children, $23
***1/2

The dreamland of Walt Disney World ali started in Orlando on October 1, 1971, when

,

Walt Disney himself opened his "perfected" Disneyland, The Magic Kingdom. Expanding
over 100 acres, The Magic Kingdom houses seven lands: Adventureland, Liberty Square,
Frontierland, Main Street, U.S.A., Fantasyland and the newest addition, Mickey'S Birthdayland. Each land is consistent with the idea behind its name, and is authentic down to
the food. Even though it first opened nearly twenty years ago, The Magic Kingdom continues to expand today.
The second major Walt Disney World theme park opened on October 1, 1982, eleven
years to the day after the first park. The Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow, more commonly known as EPCOT Center, covering 260 acres, is really two theme parks
in one.
The first "half" of ~OT Center is Future World, housing several main attractions
sponsored by Major U.S. Corporations. The most famous attractions are the landmark,
Spaceship Earth, sponsored by AT&T, and "Journey Into Imagination," Kodak's fabulously colorful ride through illusions, along with host, Figment.
The second theme park at EPCOT Center, the World Showcase, is comprised of eleven
nations surrounding a beautiful lagoon. Each nation is' completely authentic, and
employees natives of the actual country it represents.
EPCOT, like The Magic Kingdom, has not stopped growing. The newest nation, Norway, may well be the best attraction in the World Showcase, and a ride on the Maelstromm
should not be passed up. In addition, October 1989 will see the opening of the "Wonders
of Life" exhibit, hosted by Metropolitan Life Insurance, where guests.will see the wonders

On Hollywood Boulevard, you will see the beautiful Chinese Theatre. As you walk through it,
you can place your feet in those of Loni Anderson, George Burns, or Roger Rabbit. Or, if
hands are more your speed, maybe John Forsythe's, Betty White's, or Daisy Duck's suit
your liking, Yes, Disney-MGM studios has its very own Walk of Fame. But, that's not all,
turn the corner and enter "The Great Movie Ride."
One of the more spectacular rides in the park, visitors board a large boat and sail
through some of the most memorable moments in Cinema. History. You .ride through
soundstages of "Casablanca," "Alien," "Raiders of the Lost Ark," and "The Wizard of
Oz." Finalfy, the Grand Finale: a film montage of great moments in the movi-s. It is
wonderful.

Lakeside Circle
Once you've seen "The Great MovieRide;" you may feel you'll see nothing better on
this trip. Youmay be right, but don't go packing your bags just yet. Have you ever had any
aspirations to acting? Well, Superstar Television is constantly looking for castmembers.
You may play Ethel Mertz. in a recreation of a famous "I Love Lucy" episode, or find
yourself shipwrecked on "Gilligan's Island."
However, if acting isn't quite your bag, the audience has just as much fun. As you sit in.
the studio, you see just how these new. found stars are superimposed onto film with stars
like Lucille Ball, Estelle Getty and HowardCosel1. Television monitors are also situated
above the stage so that the audience may also see the finished product.
Next door is the "Monster Sound Show," where the visitors also playa major role.
First" there is a showing of a short mystery-comedy. Then, it is run again, this time with
select members of the audience dubbing in the sound. The .filrn is shown once again with
the amateur sound effects. This attraction is not one of the best in the park, and if there's a
long line, don't bother waiting. However, if there's no line, and you've done everything
else in the park, you may want to stop by and enjoy the air-conditioning.
If you. turn 180 degrees, you will see a giant billboard of Indiana Jones looming in-the
near distance. It marks the entrance to a 2,000 seat amphitheatre, where guestsenjoy a
twenty minute display of stynts. This is "The Indiana Jones Epic Stunt Spectacular," and
it is great. Viewers learn not only how the stunts are performed, but just how that 12-foot
boulder chasing Indy can be rolled up by just two human beings in a matter of seconds;
Scheduled to open in the Spring of 1990, Star Tours will be an ultimate thrill adventure
. in the style of Star Wars.
"
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of medicine in action ..
.But as wr.:: near the 1990s, Disney went back in time. Back to the Golden Age of televi-

sion, to Hollywood's Heyday-.bak to basics. Walt _Disney _was .an .animator turned
'moviemaker"in Anaheim, CaliforniavAt his business boomed he decided to construct a lit-:
tie park out in the backlot , Little did he know that this "little park" would not only overtake his Anaheim studio, but inspire the most popular Vacation Kingdom in the world.
Disneyland officially opened in 1953, non-coincidentally the very same year Mickey Mouse
began his 30 year absence from film. However, now it's back to moviemaking on this
"working" studio.
.____ __
_
. _ . __ . ___ _ _
On May 1, 1989, Walt DisneyWorld opened its gates to yet another magical world for its
patrons to experience. The new addition to the Disney family, The Disney-MGM Studio
Theme Park, is a step back. into the Golden Age of Hollywood.
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Dining

in

-The restauriits are locatedin theTheme Par-k'are or the studios: with asmal] cafe the .
Backlot. The two restaurants really worth mentioninz are the '50s Prime Time Cafe," and
"The Brown Derby." The Cafe located south of Echo Lake, treats diners to a meal in an
old-fashioned kitchen with a television playing clips of sitcoms from t-he '50s and early
'60s. The menu consists mostly of burgers, and hot and cold sandwiches, but the Black
Cow Ice Cream soda is a must! Reservations are recommended. The Derby provides more
"formal" dining. It is located at the northeast end of Hollywood Boulevard, and is a
replica of the World Famous Hollywood Brown Derby: Reservations are strongly recommended.
The Backstage Studio Tour

The Landmark
As you sail across the lagoon, or ride the Disney'S own monorail into the Magic
Kingdom, you catch your first breathtaking glimpse of the fabulous Cinderella Castle.
When you finally exit the miles of densely wooded road to EPCOT Center, "Spaceship
Ea~th" greets you in its majestic manner. Well, Disney~MGM Studios will.not be outdone.
You are still driving along U.S. 192 when you first see the brightly lighted oiutline of kthose
famous Mouseears. This landmark has been fondly named "The Earfful Tower."

Tile Theme Park
Hollywood Boulevard

Mainstreet U.S,A. lookout! Here comes Hollywood Boulevard! No sooner are you
through the gates when you are transported back to the '305 and '405. To your immediate
left is an antiq-ue store, chock full 'of autographed photos, out-of-print billboards, and even
clothing of the stars! Yes, it's true. Cher donated a negligee; Cyd Charisse gave up a dance
costume-they even have Rock Hudson's pants!
As you stroll along Hollywood Boulevard, you will be treated to all sorts of oldfashioned shops. There is a classic car Souvenir Shop, Movieland Memorabilia, "Mickey's
of Hollywood," Celebrity 5 & 10, and more. There is also a place to have your face
photographed on the cover of today's most popularmagazines, or star in a music video!
,t·
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The second half of this park is what Walt Disney originally intended Disneyland to be.
As you board a tram to begin the first half of this two-hour tour, you are carried past the
costuming area and scenic.shop, where you may actually see work in progress for upcoming
Disney-MGM features. .
.
The tramdriver takes passengers down Residential Street, and explains how different
camera angles can make the street look longer or shorter, as needed. You also see that
those famous Golden Girls Can onlyafford to live in a cardboard front! But don't ;arry,
so do all their neighbors.
Next is the highlight of this tour, Catastrophe Canyon. First a rumble, then a shake.
You're in the middle of an earthquake! As if that weren't terrifying enough, a wall of water
. is heading straight for you! Somehow, you manage to escape with your life, and you're
hardly wet-the magic of Hollywood.
Then we come upon New York Street, a.k.a. "Anywhere U.S.A." Don't worry about
the Empire State Building if you need Chicago-it's only a cardboard cutout. The whole
street can be rearranged at will-or at need, whichever comes first.
Well, yOU5 hour is up, and you disembark, The walking half has begun. You can spend
-sorne time in the Looney Bin, where you can buy souvenirs from "Roger Rabbit," or have
your photograph taken with Jessica.
. The first adventure on this "Walking Tour" is the Water Effects Tank. Here, volunteers
from the audience, clad in wet suits, are treated to tropical st-orms aboard miniature
"boats.," as the 'audience sees just how water effects w o r k . .
.
The rest of this tour is indoors-and air-conditioned! After all, this is Central Florida,
and it is HOT!!
Inside, allsorts of special effects are demonstrated for on-lookers. Soundstages. are viewed, and if you are lucky, you may even see work in progress. The wonders of blue-screen
technology are exhibited, as two lucky youngsters from the audience are selected to fly on a
bumblebee in a scene from the newly-released 'HO/yEY, I SHRUNK THE KIDS
(a Disney-Touchstone film).
However, once you've completed the tour, you are not through. Post-production effects
are able to be viewed in an adjacent building.
Toe next, and last attraction is the animation building. Here viewers are treated to an
eight-minute film starring some pretty familiar faces. Afterward, visitors are able to see actual animators at work.
.

(Continued on Page 813)
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After this section, you may regret ever having to do without your semimonthly
"Tour notes"; we have notes on top of notes ...on top of more notes. So...
Sylvia Robinson, architect of the now-defunct Sugar Hill label, has formed a new label;
. its name is New Day Records. The label'sfirst release, supposedly, is to be "Piano" by
Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five••• Apollo Records is now a reality. After years of
allowing agents, scouts, and executives to "pimp" within the Theater's hallowed halls, the
Inner City Broadcasting group has finally formed a label whose principal source of talent"
will be its community, local nightclubs, and the Apollo Amateur Hour on Wednesday
nights. Oliver Sutton, Jr. will head the label; distribution will be handled by Motown
Records....Sa-Fire (Cutting) spent a lot of this summer at Unique Recording studio with
label president AJdo Marin recording material for her new album. She is supposed spend
most of this month in Minnesota's Paisley Park Studios...JeIybean Benitez was in at the Hit Facto,>.Y this summer recording tracks for his next Chrysalis album ... SOME PEOPLb
NEVER LEARN: The Commodores cancelled a proposed eight date "fact-finding" tour
of South Africa. The group sited a lack of cooperation from anti-apartheid groups and an
inability to find a charity willing to accept donations from the tour's proceeds. (I wonder
why?) The actuality is that 'the Commodores sold out because they needed some money,
they don't have a label, and they were looking to sop up some gravy for one last gig. (Additionally, KACE-FM in Los Angeles, one of the more influentialstations out west, banned
all the group's post-Lionel Richie material in protest of the Commodores' decision.) It is
truly a shame that one of the better acts in R&B history in the last decade has come to such.
a pitiful demise .. ,. Profile act Rob Base & DJ EZ Rock was sued by Maze lead singer
Frankie Beverly over the song "Joy and Pain." Beverly contends, and rightfully so I think,
that his original version provides a significant contribution to the cover, and since he is
neither credited nor paid for this contribution, the song should be removed from the
market and its rights reverted back to him. This is just one of many suits to come, mind
you, because the music industry-rap in particular-has taken this sampling thing
ridiculously too far. .. BUT WHY CAN'T WE BEHAVE OURSELYES?: New Edition's
crew manager was murdered this past summer over a dispute between'Nfi's road crew and

1-

GUY: Involved in more than dope jams.

. The Beasties: New labeI,.I.etV suit.

GUY's road crew. Allegedly, the garbage begin in North Carolina when New Edition's
, Michael ~DS disrupted the show while GUY lead singer Aaron HaD was crooning to some
lady in the front row. (Bivins was angry
at
the amount of stage time
GUY received in relation to what New Edition received.) This dispute continued unabated,
escalatingin intensity each time out. (The two acts were featured on the same concert tour.)
It has been alleged that GUY manager Gene Griffin paid to have the manager killed. To be
continued. In a totally separate story, Griffin and Teddy Riley got sued by the Zomba Corporation over Riley's "in~bility" to write songs for Zomba, as specified in what amounts
to an exclusive contract. The suit has yet to be settled... -Nelson George is no longer Black
music editor at Billboard magazine. He left in order to pursue his bookwriting. His last
book was the informative The Death Of Rhythm And Blues, while his next will be about
basketball. George's new home is the Village Voice, where he writes the "Native Son" column; Janine McAdams replaces him as Billboard's Black music editor... Bryan McKnigbt,
brother .of Take 6 co-producer and lead singer aaode V. 'McKnight, has been signed to
Wing/Polygram Records. Polygram also signed comedian Robin Harris. Harris played the
role of "Sweet Dick Willie" in Spike Lee's DO THE RIGHT THING... Two of Arista's
cornerstones Kashif and Taylor Dayne, have new albums due this month. Kashif's album is
due Sept. 27, while Ms. Lips follows up "Tell It To My Heart" five days earlier. ..
Warner/Reprise act Take 6 is currently recording material for an album due this fall. In the
(Continued on. the next po!{e)
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young' girl, with only a pinch of soul. She is
not singing from the gut, and she is not
singingwith heart. It soundsto me like she
is just going through the motions.
This does not mean, however, that the
album will not get any airplay. The' only
ballad on the album, uHoldin' On To
Love, " would be my bet for release as a
single. "Love Of All Time," produced by
Kashif, is probably my second choice due to·~_
it's strong "Kashifian" roots. "More Than
A Man" shows a little potential, too,as far
as radio airplay is concerned-it is the song
that is the closest to "flunky" on this
album. The remaining three songs are simply variations on some of those previously
mentioned. I can say with confidence that
this album has that "this-can-probablyblend-right-in-too" sound that program
directors love, andI. .. I don't:
-Carrie Larrier

JASON'S BOND: LICENSE TO
KILL
WEEKEND A T JASON'S
JASON KILLS HOOCH
HONEY, .t SHRUNK JASON
JASON'S DEAD SOCIETY
DO THE JASON THING
SEX, LIES, AND JASON ON
TAPE
CASUALTIES OF JASON
KILL THE GHOSTBUSTERS
TOO
WHEN HARRY AND JASON'
MET SALL y

JASON FOR HIRE
LATE NIGHT KILL WITH
JASON VOORHEES
MARRIED... WITH JASON
SISKEL AND EBERT AND
JASON A T THE MOVIES
MURDER JASON WROTE
JASON'S THE BOSS
JASON'S TWO DADS
JASONSOAIETHING
JASON A/'/D THE FAT.MAN
THE VOORHEES SHOW

TOP SIX RESTAURANTS IF JASON
WERE THE PRESIDENT TODA Y
RED LOBSTER BRAIN
BLOOD CASTLE
FREDDY KING
UNFRIENDLIES
JASON'S KENTUCKY PEOPLE
PARTS
A1cDARE YOU'S
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meantime, their sounds can be heard via "Don't Shoot Me" (Motown) and "'In The Still
Of The Night," an incredible remake of the classic with Johnny Mathis up front on kad
vocal. .. Bobby MCFerrin is busy rehearsing for a conducting debut with the San Francisco
Symphony next March. During the performance, McFerrin will perform a duet with worldreknowned cellist Yo Yo Ma ..• KRS-One 'of Boogie Down Productions has produced a
significant part of the "Silent Assassins" album by Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare•. It
is not to be missed ... Congratulations to Wing/Polygram artist Vanessa Williams, who
gave birth to her second daughter, JiJlfan, in July ... "A Different World" star Jasmine
Guy will have her debut album released on Warner Bros. in about a month ... Island
Records was sold to Polygram Records early August., The deal, reportedly, excluded the
Blue Mountain music publishing company, and did not include Island Pictures. Chris
Blackwell, head of the entertainment division, will continue to run the company, ... Elektra
Records is no more; the new name is Elektra Entertainment. .. ~ Clinton, Supreme
Chief of Future Funk, is back with "The Cinderella Theory, " hi~ deb-ut albuin for Paisley
Park. The first single is "Why Should I Dog U Out? Of specic4 interest is "Tweakin;"
featuring Chuck D. and Flavor Flav. Recordings filed a large la..wsuit in early August
against Capitol Records for copyright infringement after Capitol released the Beastie Boys'
second album, "Paul's Boutique." According to the.suit, the Beasties had signed a contract in i985 that designated Def Jam as the owner of all copyright's to the group's music.
The group tried to absolve this by claiming they were disbanding after "Licensed To Ill,"
their debut album that was also the largest-selling rap album in history at the time. Def Jam
subsequently withheld millions in royalties from the first album: According to the band,
this marked the end of their relationship with Def Jam, but the label claimed breach of
contract and sued them in 1987. The band signed with Capitol in 1988. Again, to be continued ... Remember The Fat Boys? Well, they're back with a very interesting concept for
an album: the first rap opera. The album, "OnAnd On," will be released this month on
Tin Pan Apple... Watch out this fall for New Line Cinemas's HOUSEPARlY, starring
Select artists Kid N' Pial. The film, extended to feature length by Warrington and
Reginald Hudlin, was an award recipient at the Black Filmmakers Foundation's tenth anniversary gala in June, The soundtrack is reportedly to be released on Motown records, ..
George Clinton is not the only funkster back in the saddle: MeA Records has signed
prime-time band Funkadelic, whose single, "By The Way Of The Drum," will soon be cut
on the market ... Epic Records recently formed an association with Rhyme Syndicate
Records, The label's president is Los Angeles rapper Ice-T. (I ncidenrally, T"« new single,
"Lethal Weapon," is a serious jam devoted t o fhe improvement of a child's mental
capacities, rather than his or her physical capacit iev.). ,. Keith Sweat is ready l,' :-dease the
followup to his multi-platinum debut Make If l.ast Forever in October. ..
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PICTURE (DISTRIB)
Batman (Warner Bros.),.,
Indiana Jones And The L2St Crusade (Par)
LetharWeapon 2 C\VB)
,
Honey, I Shrunk The Kids (Buena Vista)

BothFunny ADQ-HearIbreakiDg,
The Performances Are Flawless."

(From Previous Page)
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Carried by the steady box office performance of PARENTHOOD, UNCLE
BUCK, and THE ABYSS the AugustLabor Day season finale period grossed
more than $419 million, up SOJa from last
year's total of·$401.1 million according to
Variety.
The riatiunal box office gross tally for the
1989 Summer movie season wound up just
over $2.03 billion. That figureS is more than
19010 ahead of la~· . '~ar's now..broken summer season peak of $1.70. In addition every
month posted new gross records as did 13
of the 15 weeks of the season.
BATMAN. which has been in release for
11 ~ weeks has yet to report less than 2
million ih box offICe grosses for a weekend.
For
four day Labor Day weekend it
grossed 53,539,827.
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CITY CINEMAS

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
NOW "PLAYING

CINEMA 1
3rd Ave, & 60th St.
753-6022

OPENS FRIDAY SEPrEMBER 22
UA·B S MOSS

CITY CI:IIEMAS

READ THE REVIEW BY GEORGIA KONTOS
ISSUE

~!VEXT

VIDEO FLIES ON
NOVEMBER 15th
BA TMAN. the movie that broke all

BATMAN

SUTTON

LOEWS 84TH ST. SIX

MOVIELAND 8TH ST.·TRIPLEX

5/ ~h St. at 3rd Ave.

a'way & 84th St.

8th St. & UniverSity PI.

759·141;

877·3600

4716600
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kinds of box office records is getting set to
break all kinds of video records. In an unprecedented move Warner Home Video hu
confu-med that it will be plunaina SA T-
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TOP TEN TV SHOWS IF JASON WERE
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THE

story skyscraper, 'Now Willis is demanding
$7.5- million to return as New York City
Police officer John McClain in DIE
HARDER, the sequel to. the 1988 box office
smash.

(Debbe Allen•••)
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1989, \Varner is ~r1l)oting for sales ;,Jf
10-12 million units with a retail price of
524.98. That translates into. anywhere from
$155-$190 million going di~ectly,to the folks
at Warner.
Tht: tape will carry a 30-second Diet Coke
blurb that promises Coca-Cola a $5 million
media buy between Coke and Warner.
The move will also put BA TMAN into
direct
competition
with
DisneylTouchstone's WHO FRAMED
ROGER RABBIT, last year's box office
champ, and Columbia's GHOSTBUSTERS
II.
Warner Bros. will have to take some heat
about the release BATMAN on video' from
theater owners who are no doubt upset
about the announcement while the film is
still doing respectable business' at the box
office; and from the Japanese theaterical
community, which doesntt get the film
before December. This could be a disaster if
Warner Bros. cannot deliver the fihD t-o
Japan in time. It would mean a total cannibalization of the Japanese box office by
"irated American video tapes.
DIE HARD IT&
20th Century Fox paid Bruce Willlr SS
million to star in DIE' HARD1 the anultl.
15,

facetted action thriller ·hat pitted WiWI up
against a bunch of ruthless terrorist in a 40

0'-

before, it is stili Disfl-':-y \y('·,'·L~. : L.: (,()ll\cnirs are l\\lTf'i·iL.;.'d.
fn J j,
o\erpriced, and (he admission is high (for FloriJa.). BtH, \.. har else wouid you ,,\;-"e\,.'[ . om
the most famous vacation spot in the world? T S11irt price~ begin at 58.95; por\...·l,iain s:cHUe'i
of Disney characters start at 53,95 each fl;, :',( :,cven dwarfs, and average about S7.9).
Food prices range from $4.95 (for a hamburger) to .. , \"'ell, there is The Bro'A fl Derbv!
Admission fo~ one day, to one park is 529 for adults, and $23 for children (It.:)", Grear
Adventure is $23). Multi-day passports are also available.-Four days with unlimited admission to all three parks is $97 for adults and $77 for children. Five day passes will se iOU
back $112.00 for adults and $90 for children.
Likl.' I've

~aid

On-site Hotels
What wo·uld a Vacation Kingdom be without resort hotels. Waii Disney World houses
the Polynesian Village, Contemporary Resort, Disney Inn and The Grand Floridian Beach
Resort. Rates run from $1"45 to $295 per night, and .reservations must be made at least 6
months in advance.
Accessibility
Easy to reach by car, the Disney-MGM Studios has a very small parking lot, and unless
yOll get there early, you may be' turned away. Monorail service from the huge Magic
Kingdom and EPCOT Center parking areas is currently under construction.
Overall, the new' Disney-MGM Studio is yet another success for Walt Disney World, but,
I wouldn't recOInmend it for children. Not only is it a little too old-fashioned for today's
children, it exposes the' "magic" of television and cinema that should stay magic to a child. '
Like EPCOT Center before it, the new theme park needs some time to reach perfection.
Perhaps the opening of Star Tours in 1990 will give it that added bonus to really make it
"Disney." However, like a fine wine, Walt Disney World theme parks tend to grow better
with a g e . '
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PUCK YOUI And·. Other Sport Thoughts

When was the last time••.?
12-

_By MICKER KRAMER I
.,
While working as a Chicago
White Sox broadcaster, Jimmy
PierSall once commented, "You
know why I called (A.L. Umpire)
Ken Kaiser a whale? Because he is a
whale, that's why!"
Imagine a key game in the pennant race; the score is tied; a base
hit to drive in a potential winning
run is called foul because one of the
overly fat umpires can't run far
enough down the line to get a good
view.
This scenario could happen.
It shouldn't.
Here's another:
John McSherry, all 8,000 pounds
of him, is umpiring second base. A
runner steals second base, and the
.catcher's throw is way off. The runner should make third base easily.
He doesn't.
McChubby gets hit by the throw.
This scenario can also happen.
Major League umpires are the
best o"fficials in the four major
sports, but there is no reason for
~_~ manyof the umpires to be asPierS-all~so aQ!ly put it, "Whales."

34-

5-

Our way

Wouldn't it be ashame and a sham
if a World Series was decided, not
by a bad umpire, but by a FAT urnptre.
Donney Maloney an Islander.- .
Ken Morrow tried, but failed
with the Rangers.
As Cyndi Lauper might say,
"Money changes everything."
what are the ODDS of Pete Rose
admitting to betting on baseball?
Recommended Reading:
Balls, by Graig Netdes with Peter
Golenbock. If you're interested in
293 pages of "Geor,se Must Go,"
then this book is fo¥ you. "Some
kids dream of joining the circus,
others of becoming a Major League
baseball player. As a member of the
New York Yankees, I have gotten
to do both. "-Graig Nettles.
This is a very entertaining ~ 'tell
all" by one of the. best Yankees in
recent times.
I noticed where Nettles will be
player/manager for the Port St.
Lucie entry in the 35 and older
-league.
He couldn't possibly being
groomed to be Bucky's successor;
or could he?·

Ken O'Brian: A Vital cog, who mus'
get healthy. .
'.. _
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Jets/Giants
(Continued from Page B16)

FINISH
You can save literally uays of
work between now and graduation. Simply by using an HP
calculator. To keep you from
endlessly retracing your steps,
ours have built-in shortcuts..
Such as the unique HP Solve·
function for creating your own
formulas. Menus, labels and
prompts. Program libraries.
Algebraic or RPN models.

Better algorithms and chip
design help you-finish much'
faster and more accurately
than their way So, whether
you're in engineering, business, finance, life or social
sciences, we've got the best
calculator for you" For as little as $49.95. Check it out
at your campus bookstore
or HP retailer.

.

-

There is a better way

FliS-

HEWLETT

a=a PACKARD

shoes will be filled by Gary
Reasons, Johnnie Cooks and Steve
DeOssie.
The bright spot of the Giant
defense is the secondary. Mark Collins, Perry Williams and Terry
Kinard are all coming off very good
198"8 seasons. In addition, Sheldon
White, who led the 1988 Giants in
interceptions, leads a promising
young team of safeties.
Special teams is a major weak
spot for- the Giants. No one knows
where Kicker Raul Allegre's field
goal attempts are going and punter
Sean Landeta will hopefully improve OQ last season.
With the addition of Dave Meggett, the Giants should get better
field position after a kickoff or
punt, due to his quickness.
Well, there it is the 1989 Giants.
Will Bill Parcell's' team be better
than last year? That all depends on
injuries. Given a healthy team, a 9-7
record is not impossible, but probable.

THE JETS:
After an eleventh hour victory
over the Giants in the final game of
1988, you would figure the Jets had
some momentum going into this
season. Wrong! The co-tenants of
Giants Stadium share the same
uncertainess that their NFC East
.cohabitants do. For starters, the offensive line needs lots of work - on
passing situations. If not, Quarterback Ken 0 'Brien will constantly be
picking himself off the turf like last

season.

On the run last season, the "0"
line did a decent job, paving the
way for the running 'backs. The
same five linemen from last season
are returning in Jeff Criswell, Mike
Haight, Jim Sweeney, Dan AIexander and Reggie McElroy. The
Jets have two fine backups in Dave
Cadigan and Mike Withycombe.
If the offensive line gives Ken 0'
(my aching shoulder) Brien, or
backups Mark Malone, rookie Kyle
Mackey (who, impressed everybody
in camp) and ole reliable Pat Ryan
(when he recovers from surgery)
time to throw, he or they will be
throwing to some very sure hands in
AI Toon, who can fly, the ageless
(34 year old) Wesley Walker, JoJo
Townsell and Michael Harper. In
addition, tight 'end Mickey Shuler is
a great short pattern target.
A big key for the Jets is their running game. Freeman McNeil finally
played a full season in '88. He's the
big guy in the backfield. Johnny
Hector has some good moves, but
isn't going to do much from his
house. Roger Vick and rookie A.B.
Brown will take Hector's place, and
Nuu Faaola (what a great name!)
will be the short yardage. specialist.
With Ken O'Brien's shoulder and
the rest of the Jet offense a little
. suspect, it will be up to the defense
to keep them in the games. A tough
task!
Pass rush was almost nonexistent last season. Maybe a year
wiser for the defensive lineman will
help. The line is reliable with
veteran Marty Lyons, Scott
Mersereau and rookie Ron
Stallworth, as well as deep with
~aryin Washin.gton, Gerald
Nichols and De?ms .Byr~. If they
don't. do a good Job, It will be IIp to
the linebackers and secondary to

bail them out. The linebackers are
stable with Alex Gordon, Kyle Clifton, Kevin McArthur and Troy
Benson.
One of these guys", though, has to
learn how to blitz!
The secondary was burned last
year quite often, and once again,
opposing QB's won't hesitate to test
them out. Last year's rookie of the
year Erik McMillian was (and is) the
only bright spot. Bobby Humphery
gets burned a lot;...aich Miano is injured and number two pick Terry
Williams isn't ready. There may be
a shining star in James Hasty.
Special teams. Finally a Jet plus.
Placekicker Pat Leahy rarely misses
a field goal or extra point attempt •
Punter Joe Prokop has great hang
time. Coverage downfield was also _
good and the Jets have excellent
kick returners in Humphery,
Townsell and Titus Dixon.
Don't get too excited.Tl'he Jets
season hinges in Ken O'Brien's
arm. Jet-fans musr hJpe that he and
Toon ho: up qu. ..t bit. otherwiseit'll be a long season. Even
healthy team won't fare better th,
8-8, 9-7 at best. If it's worse, rh.
cries of "Joe .r ust "0," that r :ii"
from the Meadowlands' skies :::
once again fi!: '-.: heavens.
As for the L. -;t of the league, who
cares? We have two teams to look
after]. Actually, look for the But
falo Bills to take the AFC East; the
Cincinnati Bengals to take the AFC
Central and the Denver Broncos to
take the AFC West.
In the Nr-C, it'll be the
Philadelphia Eagles in the East, the
Minnesota Vikings in the Central
and the L.A. Rams in the West
Who'll \\~I·. the Super Bowl? I'll teli
you in December.
<.
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'88 "Team of the Year" - Tries' to Repeat 8S
~

s

CUNYC
By STEVEN SCHEER
Ask anyone in sports -and they
will tell you that it is extremely
tough to repeat as champions.
That is the task of the Baruch
Women's Tennis team. Last season
they were Baruch College's "team
of the year" for finishing at a super
13-0, the first Baruch team to go
undefeated in a long time.
'
, Repeati ng is generally tough
because everyone loves to knock off
the "number one team. It's even
tougher. whenyou Iosea.couple of
good players and when your
schedule is tough.
Last season's success can be attributed to a few, things: The team
was very deep, from top to bottom,
singles and doubles; most of the
players attended most matches; the
players played very well; and the

schedule wasn't all that difficult.
This season, the team is not deep
at all. Losing quality players like
Jackie Secaira and Joy Martin will
definitely be a blow to the Lady
Statesmen.
Also Coach Bill Eng says that the
schedule will be tougher than last
year's.
A bright side: the team's top two
players are returning in Catherine
Ass irn acop o ulos and Orapin
Loesvidhya. Assimacopoulos was
brilliant last season before losing in
the CUNY Tournament finals. An
exhausted Loesvidhya, in the
CUNY Tournament, miraculously
came back to capture the number
two singles crown.
Also returning is number three
seed Karyn Cohen. Cohen often
provided dramatics last season, as
she had the tendency to drop 'the

first set before coming back for the learn the system.
On paper the team looks pretty
This will no doubt be
win. Cohen says that she's deterseason
mined to win in straight sets this solid, not deep, but solid. However, that will give Coach Eng some gray
there are some major problems. It hairs, -unless a miracle happens and
year.
The new number four seed will appears that some players will not everybody shows up to gamesand
the first-year players play well.
most probably be Sue Brooks. At make all of the games.
Due to the uncertaintv of the
this time, however, it is uncertain Assimacopolous has classes on
players,
the doubles pairingshave
if Brooks will play this season.
Mondays and Wednesdays which
At number five could be Anna means that she is lost for games on not yet been made.
What does Coach Eng have to
Daniels. Daniels, amazingly, finds those days. Ditto for Lejtman and
Stechman.
Loesvidhya
.will
be
lost
enough hours in a week to play tensay about the upcoming season"
which begins on Sept. 13 at (Divinis, bowling, go to classes and take on Fridays and weekends due to
sion 1 team) 51. Francis? "We have
classes.
care of a family.
What does this all mean? It good -players, but the bottom
Jumping to number six will be
.Elizabeth. Lejtman. Lejtman didn't means that players will have to play. players don't have the experience
play much last season ,but has prov- under different seedings. It seems like last year ... depth was the difunlikely that Assimacopolous and ference last year."
ed worthy of being seeded.
After 51. Fra.. cis, the home
There will also be some new faces Loesvidhya will attend - the same
to the team, junior Heidi Stechman - matches and Brooks' season is still opener will be on Sept. 15 against
and, freshmen Sophy Yong, Seniz up in the air. Cohen may be forced an improved Ramapo College..
Sonnur, Agnes He and Mandy Isui.
to play at number one or two, and
Nobody said it was easy being
The freshmen are good with a lot of the freshman may be called into acnumber one!
potential, but still need time to tion sooner than expected.
.
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Giants And Jets,

OPEN UNSURE

CAMPAIGNS
By STEVEN SCHEER
It was the final game of the year,

with the season hanging in the
balance. For the Giants, a win
against the Jets would lock up first
place. A loss would send them
home for the season. For the Jets, a
victory would give them a winning
season.
A loss could mean coach Joe
Walton's exit. .
It came down to the final minute
of the game. When Al Toon caught
Ken O'Brien's pass in the end zone,
the expressions on the players' faces
-;1ld the whole story. The Jets had
l~uashed the Giants.
1989 Preview:
THE GIAIV'TS:
The Giants are looking .to
regroup after' barely missing the
playoffs last season. One of the
things the Jints have to do is protect
the quarterbacks. Giant. QB's were
forced to eat dirt (a league leading)
60 times last year. Blame it on the
offensive line. The Giants picked up
a couple of big linemen in the draft,
but both need work. That means
expect last year's squad again this
year. Poor Phil! Actually, even
with the 0 Line giving up 60 sacks,
Quarterback Phil Simms still completed a very respectable 55Ofo of his
passes. With a healthy Simms and

mediocre 0 line, the Giants have a
chance.
But who is Simms going to go
deep to? Receivers Phil McConkey
and Stacy Robinson are gone,
which leaves only four; Stephen
Baker, Mark Ingram and Odesa
Turner, all of whom are entering
their third season and sixt h year
man Lionel Manuel.
Simms also has tight ends Zeke
Mowatt and Mark Bavaro, both
whom are solid and rookie Howard
Cross, who had it good camp.
The Giants offense is going to
have to rely mostly on its air attack
because with running back Joe
Morris out for the season with an
injury, rushing yards are going to
hard to come by. Big Otis Andersun, Maurice Carthon, Lee Rouson
and rookie Lewis Tillman will fill
the big void.
On defense, the Giants must remain healthy. The defensive line,
consisting of Eric Dorsey. Leonard
Marshall, Erik Howard and John
Washington, is good but the
backups need lots of work.
At linebacker, Lawrence Taylor
and Carl Banks are the only pluses.
Harry Carson retired and Pepper
Johnson is still a holdout. Their
See Page 815

The top

seecrt-are 'back; Cat~rine Assimacopoulos and Orapin L'OesVidhya.
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